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Over the last ten years or so stewardship of natural and cultural heritage has
been pitted against economic prowess, as though representing contradictory
aspirations. The unchecked attacks on the Irish landscape by the Celtic Tiger
were fuelled in part by the belief that heritage is, by its very nature, an imped-
iment to progress, to wealth, and to the modernisation of Ireland. This is a fal-
lacy. Genuine, confident modernity is founded upon wisdom that runs much
deeper; wisdom that is as comfortable looking to the past as it is gazing into
the future. Genuine modernity embraces and values the mosaic of peoples and
places, and recognises how vital and yet how delicate a blending it is. Genuine
modernity is based on generational experience, investment in knowledge, and
the courage and confidence to act on what we know to be right and not simply
what is politically expedient or will turn a quick buck. It acknowledges that our
surroundings are a reflection of ourselves and a measure of how we are pulling
together as a society. We know better than to destroy our surroundings, pol-
lute our waters, landfill our natural habitats, swamp our villages and seaside
resorts with carelessly designed housing estates, and wipe out the relics of our
history. Turning a quick buck at the expense of our environment is a form of
cultural bankruptcy because it flies in the face of our common sense and
destroys the very things that sustain us.

A tremendous amount of academic thinking has been devoted to investi-
gating senses of place; the ways in which people associate themselves with
places and are in turn associated with those places. Cultural geographers, psy-
chologists, anthropologists and so on, all agree on the unique importance to
our species of place. Places are where identities are forged, proclaimed and
sustained. Our lives are woven through places, turning them into rich tapes-
tries of social and historical remembrance. They are our reference point.
Asking the question ‘where were you when John F. Kennedy was assassinated
or when Elvis Presley died?’ is not just using a place to trigger memories, but
is also affirming harmonic cultural and historical responses – what we are real-
ly saying is this event means the same thing to both of us, and therefore we are
as one. Some places echo with the resonances of our reflections on the mys-
teries of human existence and our place in the cosmos. These ancient monu-
ments and landscapes represent the earliest chapters of human thought and
understanding. We sever ourselves from them at our peril for to do so is to cast
ourselves adrift from the historical and intellectual continuum, from our her-
itage, from value systems that have passed the test of time.

This sentiment is captured succinctly in the title of an award-winning book
by Keith Basso, Wisdom Sits in Places. While Basso’s book is about toponymic
wisdom in Apache New Mexico, we have our own word for it, Senchas. Senchas
refers to the patina of age and history that attaches to places and gives them
historical meaning. The keys to unlock the wisdom that sits in places, however,
are not always ready to hand. Through its grants scheme the Heritage Council
funds research which helps us all understand our cultural and natural heritage
so that we can better manage it and draw
wisdom from it in a responsible and sus-
tainable way. As the economic Tower of
Babel collapses around us it is more critical
than ever that we retain our compass. A
good place to start is to remind ourselves
of George Santayana’s paradigm: ‘those
who cannot remember the past are con-
demned to repeat it’. We have to imagine a
new and sustainable future and this is a
journey that starts by reminding ourselves
of what is really valuable.

Conor Newman Chairman
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Launch of New Heritage Council Website
The heritage landscape has altered significantly since the
Heritage Council was established 14 years ago. Our newly
designed website is a reflection of this changing landscape. It
is designed to provide the wider public and people across the
education, planning and policy spectrum with easily accessible
information on all areas of the heritage sector.

The website has extensive information on all facets of our
national heritage, including Archaeology, Architecture,
Education, Museums and Archives, Inland Waterways, Marine,
Recreation, Wildlife, Landscape, Irish Walled Towns, County
Heritage Services and Planning. A number of new features
have also been added to the website, including the ability to
search for information by county and interest. To receive reg-
ular updates on upcoming events, new publications, and jobs
and tenders within the heritage sector, please sign up to our
monthly online newsletter. www.heritagecouncil.ie

Working With Biodiversity – The Law And You
This new publication deals with biodiversity and the law and
should be invaluable to anyone working in areas where they
are concerned by laws covering biodiversity, for example,
building works; works in or near protected areas (NHA, SAC or
SPAs); graveyard restoration projects; work in rivers, streams
or lakes; projects to make paths or trails; the creation of
wildlife corridors or woodland planting; coastal works and
dune management.

This poster provides a list of the main laws protecting bio-
diversity in Ireland with a summary of the areas relevant to
Heritage Council grant recipients. These include the Wildlife
Act 1976, Wildlife (Amendment) Act 2000; the EU Habitats
Directive 1992; the EU Birds Directive (79/409/EEC) and the
Flora (Protection) Order 1999.

Heritage Council Grant-Aided Projects - The core aim of
Heritage Council grant-aid is to maintain and enhance cultur-
al and natural heritage and our understanding of it. If a proj-
ect is in breach of laws protecting biodiversity, then it is most
likely causing damage to nature, rather than having any bene-
fit. What may seem like a good idea at a human level may not
be good for nature. This publication is designed to guide you
in the main aspects of the laws and to help you contact the
right people if you need advice about a project that involves
working with biodiversity. It is up to the individual to ensure
that their actions comply with all relevant laws.

Contact details are also provided for the National Parks
and Wildlife Service, Regional Fisheries Boards, Local
Biodiversity Officers and Heritage Officers, Department of
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, Invasive Species Ireland and
the National Biodiversity Data Centre.

For further information, please contact the Heritage
Council Wildlife Officer, Cliona O’Brien. This document is also
available as a PDF on www.heritagecouncil.ie

Heritage News

www.heritagecouncil.ie
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Climate Change,
Heritage & Tourism

Implications for Ireland’s Coast and Inland Waterways

A change in the weather
Rising sea levels, increased storm strength and frequency are
serious and imminent threats. Sea levels are likely to rise by
approximately 18 to 59cm by the 2080s, and possibly by as
much as 1 metre according to recent research. This will be
exacerbated by more storm events, storm surges and
increased wave energy. Coastal flooding, caused by a combi-
nation of these elements, and the resultant coastal erosion
will be more prevalent, placing low-lying areas, and soft
coastlines at particular risk.

Our inland waterways will be under pressure from
changes in rainfall patterns, affecting water flow in our rivers,
increasing flooding. More extreme rain or precipitation
events will occur, changing the current pattern of ‘low dura-
tion, low intensity’ to ‘long duration, high intensity’. The likeli-
hood of inland flooding will increase as a result, in particular
in the west and the midlands. The whole country will experi-
ence scarcity of water in late summer and autumn, possibly
more so in the east and south.

Ireland is also likely to experience a potential mean tem-
perature rise, relative to the 1961-90 period, of up to 2.1 to
2.7 degrees Centigrade by the 2080s, with the autumn
months warming the most.

Over the next 100 years the changes to Ireland’s
climate will put the heritage of Ireland’s coast
and inland waterways at risk, impacting seriously
on related tourism activities. This is according to
recent research commissioned by the Heritage
Council and Fáilte Ireland, which aims to inform
future policy, research, and grant support.
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Impacts on Biodiversity
Future changes in climate are likely to have significant
impacts on water resources in Ireland, which may alter their
carrying capacity for many species. Nutrient enrichment, or
eutrophication, of our inland and coastal waters is currently
the most significant impact of human activity on our waters.
This will be worsened by rising air and water temperatures,
thus putting greater pressure on existing species of inverte-
brates, fish, and plants. Theses new conditions may favour
new species which in turn could become invasive. The adverse
effect of climate change on water quality will be exacerbated
by increasing resource and abstraction demands during low
flow periods.

Changes to invertebrate communities and plankton
regimes will alter dramatically food webs in the marine and
freshwater environments, which will affect the fish and bird
life in our rivers, lakes and seas, as well as larger mammals
such as cetaceans and seals. Seals may also be affected by
rising sea levels as their traditional haul-out and breeding
sites are flooded. Sea bird populations in the North Sea, such
as razorbills, puffins and guillemots, are already declining in
response to the reduction in their main food source, sand
eels, during the breeding season. The numbers of eels are
dropping due to a northward shift of plankton species that
live in warmer waters, and over-fishing. Studies have shown
that the Atlantic salmon is likely to be greatly affected by
warmer waters. Increased summer temperatures and
reduced flows can inhibit their growth by affecting feeding
conditions, as well as potentially delaying adult migration,
while increased sedimentation and scouring will make
spawning less successful.

On the other hand, more cetaceans are being sighted in
Ireland and greater productivity of plankton and schooling
fish could contribute to an increase in the occurrence of
species like the baleen whales or basking sharks. Despite
global reductions in some species, changes in their range,
brought about by climate change, will take them further
north. Leatherback turtles are predicted to become more fre-
quent visitors to our waters.

Habitat loss in coastal areas is also a concern. Estuaries,
saltmarshes, dunes, and mud flats are just some of the habi-
tats that could be reduced by a combination of rising sea lev-
els and storm surges, particularly if there is no space on land
for a habitat to advance inwards. These habitats provide us
with vital free services, such as coastal protection and water
filtering, as well as providing fish spawning and bird feeding
grounds.

Impacts on our Built Heritage
Historic structures and archaeological sites along our coasts
will be at risk from increased rates of erosion and inundation.
Key features of our coastal landscapes will suffer impacts,
such as castles, the Martello Towers, historic harbours and
promontory forts. While many of these have been designed to
be immersed in water, such as jetties and harbours, the
increase in storm frequency and storm surges will weaken
them, as will increased erosion. Sites in the intertidal area are
at particular risk.

Underwater sites such as wrecks will be affected by
changes in sedimentation patterns, with exposed wrecks
being vulnerable to damage from waves and curious humans.
This is true for inland and estuarine sites too. Increased
water and air pollution may speed up stone decay of historic
structures along the coast and inland waterways.
Archaeological sites along waterways may dry out due to
changes in the water table caused by drought, or may suffer
from flooding due to extreme weather events.

Impacts of Climate Change
on Irish Tourism
Climate change will lead to some significant changes in
tourism over time. Locations in Europe at particular risk
include the Mediterranean and Alpine ski resorts. Impacts in
Ireland will be moderated by our temperate climate.
Undoubtedly some of these impacts will be positive. Warmer,
drier summer weather will increase the appeal of many Irish
coastal resorts and of water-based and other outdoor activi-
ties. However, there may be adverse impacts associated with
this and it will be necessary to prepare for these.

The principal impacts of climate change on navigable
waterways are changes to current patterns of river flow and

Rising sea levels, increased
storm strength and frequency are
serious and imminent threats.

Many popular beaches may be eroded, submerged or
remain wet all day due to rising sea levels and increased
storms. This will have a significant effect on the towns and
businesses that depend on them.



water supply, intense rainfall and flooding, and sea level rise.
Tourism activities on inland waterways will be affected by
higher freshwater temperatures combined with pollution. The
latter may also be affected by erosion caused by flooding due
to increased water flow, the build up of flotsam, and bank ero-
sion.

Traditional angling will change as some fish species find
it harder to spawn or to live with higher water temperatures,
for example, salmon and trout. Others may spawn earlier and
new species may be introduced. Poor water quality will have a
negative effect on fish populations, as well as rendering
activities such as swimming, kayaking, and sailing less attrac-
tive. Increased growth of algae due to greater levels of nutri-
ents may impede navigation in places, while the decay of this
algae will reduce the dissolved oxygen in the water, thus
depriving other aquatic species of the oxygen they need.
Invasive species of plants or fish could have a dramatic effect
on related tourism products, by altering radically the ecology
of our inland waterways. For example, the African curly-leafed
waterweed, Lagarosiphon, in Lough Corrib is threatening the
aquatic insects on which trout and salmon feed, by cutting off
the supply of sunlight into the water.

Many popular beaches may be eroded, submerged or
remain wet all day due to rising sea levels and increased
storms. This may be worse at places where coastal defence
measures have already been taken such as at Courtown.
Where ‘softer’ engineering solutions are being used, such as
beach nourishment in Bray, this may become financially
impractical in the face of more frequent storms, and rising
sea levels. This will have a significant effect on the towns and
businesses that depend on them. Also with fewer beaches to
visit, remaining beaches may become more crowded and less
attractive. Recreation pressures on dunes could become
worse, speeding up existing natural erosion.

Above: Coastal castles, towers, historic harbours and
promontory forts are particularly vulnerable to rising sea
levels associated with climate change.
Below: Lahinch Golf Club, Clare. Photo courtesy of Fáilte Ireland.
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While warmer weather will make golf more attractive as
an activity, erosion of links courses, and water shortages may
pose additional problems. Golf links courses are already
being eroded, for example, the Royal Dublin and Portmarnock
Golf Club (Dublin), Rosslare Golf Club (Wexford) and
Ballybunion Golf Club in Kerry. This is likely to increase and
accelerate. As hard protection of dunes is not a sustainable
solution, it may be necessary in some case to follow the dunes
inland.

Water-based activities on our inland waterways and
coasts will be affected by unpredictable and stormy weather,
as has already been seen by the wet summers of 2007 and
2008. Charter boat trips for angling, whale and bird watch-
ing, kayaking, sailing and cruising are all affected by poor
weather conditions. On the inland waterways, the increase in
water flow at flood times makes navigation dangerous too.
Poor weather could affect the ability to visit islands

Coastal paths are already vulnerable to erosion, and their
maintenance costs are subsequently very high, for example,
the Bray to Greystones coastal trail, and the maintenance of
the Causeway Coast Path in Northern Ireland. The problems

Top: An eroding ring ford at Doon West, Co Kerry, backs onto
steep cliffs to the north of Ballybunion. Photo Markus Casey.

Above: Attempts to protect Lahinch Golf Course from ero-
sion. While warmer weather will make golf more attractive as
an activity, erosion of links courses and water shortages will
pose problems.
© Government of Ireland 2004, published by consent of OPW.
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of erosion will increase so any future coastal walkways must
be planned to avoid vulnerable areas.

Nature tourism will be affected in different ways by cli-
mate change. More species of whales and dolphins may be
visible in our seas because of warmer temperatures. However,
bird watching may be adversely affected as cliff-breeding sea
birds such as puffins, razorbills and guillemots decrease in
number as their food sources decline. This is also true for
winter migrants, such as geese and wading birds.

Overall while there may be gains to tourism from climate
change - in particular due to warmer summers and with less
rain - there are also many significant risks. But what is certain
is that it will be vital that the tourism product is of high qual-
ity and that sustainable management policies are put in
place.

While the direct effects of climate change on heritage
and tourism must be considered, the indirect impacts from
mitigation and adaptation strategies and measures also have
importance for heritage and tourism. For example, the
impacts of constructing windfarms on and off shore, and the
growing of new bio-mass crops may have significant impacts
on our landscapes and seascapes. Hard engineering schemes
to prevent both coastal and inland flooding can also impact
negatively on cultural and natural heritage.

Adaptation to climate change is the only way to cope, and
planning for adaptation measures should start as soon as
possible. Research on this has been carried out by interna-
tional organisations such as UNESCO and the World Wildlife
Fund. The Heritage Council and Fáilte Ireland have identified
a number of key issues in order to draw up adaptation meas-
ures for Ireland, in partnership with other state agencies and
interested groups. More information on these measures will
be published in the next edition of Heritage Outlook. The cli-
mate change report is now available on the Heritage Council’s
website, www.heritagecouncil.ie �

By Beatrice Kelly,
Head of Policy and Research, Heritage Council.

Historic structures and
archaeological sites along our
coasts will be at risk from
increased rates of erosion and
inundation.

Above: Clonmacnois, Co. Offaly, may be vulnerable to
increased flooding events. Photo Fáilte Ireland.

Below: Grand Canal, Dublin. Tourism activities on inland
waterways will be affected by higher freshwater tempera-
tures, pollution, the build up of flotsam and bank erosion.
Photo Fáilte Ireland.
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Adding to Ireland’s
Collection of Treasures

The acquisition of artworks and artefacts donated to the State in lieu of taxes.

The Heritage Council sits on the Selection Committee for
the donation of works of art and heritage to the State, or to
publicly funded bodies, approved by the Minister. Correctly
known as Section 1003 Taxes Consolidation Act, 1997, the
legislation has had the benefit of enabling significant arte-
facts to be donated to the State in lieu of tax. While the
Heritage Council along with Arts Council are not in a posi-
tion to receive works, both agencies act in an advisory
capacity to the committee; the Heritage Council confines its
observations to works older than 25 years in keeping with its
own remit under the Heritage Act, 1995.

The Council does not comment on the financial worth of
any given object. Instead it assesses the ‘heritage value’ and
to support this process avails of recognised outside expert-
ise to ensure impartiality and appropriate authority. In
recent years such expertise has derived from centres such
as the University of Liverpool, the Walker Art Gallery, also in
Liverpool, and an array of established academics with spe-
cialist interest in the artists or artefacts being considered.
The quality of the artwork or object of material culture has
to be significant and an excellent example of its kind.
However, it could be argued that a diverse collection, even
where individual works are not wildly special, still amounts
to something significant as a whole. Or such a collection
may have especial significance through association with an
historic individual or family.

Heritage items, under the Act, are broadly defined as
any archaeological item, archive, book, estate record, manu-
script or painting, and any collection of cultural items and
any collection of such items in their setting. This generous

Top: Charles Forrest (1742-1807) Portrait of Cooper
Penrose (1742-1807) 1775, charcoal and sepia wash on
paper. Collection: Crawford Art Gallery, donated by John
and Helena Mooney, 2008.

Above: Irish School early 19th century. Portrait of
Elizabeth "Bessie" Penrose (1774-1862). c.1803, oil on can-
vas, 59 x 74cm. Collection: Crawford Art Gallery,
donated by John and Helena Mooney, 2008.
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scope allows considerable leeway, although the full potential
has never been fully tested.

The variety and quality of gifts over the years has been
hugely significant. The Section 1003 Committee, as it is
commonly known, has witnessed additions to collections of
material from across centuries, if not millennia. Material as
diverse as an original copy of the 1916 Proclamation to the
literary papers of the acclaimed writers and playwrights,
Hugh Leonard, Benedict Kiely and Brian Friel have passed
through the committee for assessment. The archives of
painter Norah McGuinness (1901-80) went to the National
Library in 1996, a statue, Amorino, by the celebrated sculp-
tor Antonio Canova (1757-1822) went to the National
Gallery in 1998. And such quality and variety has continued
over the years.

On the artistic front some star additions in recent years
have included the Benjamin Iveagh Library that has been
donated to Marsh’s Library, Dublin, for ongoing display at
Farmleigh House, the government guesthouse in the
Phoenix Park. Benjamin Guinness, 3rd Earl of Iveagh (1937-
92), enhanced and extended his library to accommodate one
of the finest collections of Irish bookbindings. The collec-
tion is especially significant for its 18th century bindings –
the product of a ‘golden age’ for this skill in Ireland. It is
also possible through the quality of this collection to pre-
sume the quality of the many collections of such books that
have been destroyed, and regrettably lost, from across the
country. As noted at the time of the gift in 2008 the owner-
ship by Marsh’s Library mirrors the link with the Guinness
family already established back in the 1860s when the inter-
vention of Sir Benjamin Lee Guinness supported the reten-
tion of that collection in situ. The Crawford Gallery, Cork, was
the recipient of the Cooper Penrose Collection, a diverse col-
lection of artefacts allowing an insight into the material
wealth of a family of Cork ‘merchant princes’, also from the
18th century. Some hugely significant items from their col-
lection have long ago been dispersed to international col-
lections where they now have pride of place. But what
remains is not insignificant and highlights for the viewer
today what a well-to-do family aspired to in the period. It
also highlights that significant patronage was not confined
to the metropolitan centre of Dublin but could be equally
worthy in cities like Cork and Waterford. Through an array of
objects, ceramics, furniture, and paintings the modern-day
viewer can gain an insight into what was once commonplace
for a city’s ruling elite.

A very different array of cultural values were brought to
bear on the donation of contemporary art works donated to
IMMA (Irish Museum of Modern Art) in the course of 2008.
The Bank of Ireland donated 25 works from its collection,
following on from a comparable donation in the late 1990s.
With works by leading Irish artists, Louis le Brocquy, Patrick
Scott and Robert Ballagh it not only enhances the national
collection but is an indication of the power, and foresight, of
large-scale corporate patronage in less economically chal-
lenging times. While the Arts Council executed the assess-

Among the most appealing of
works received by the gallery
was a set of illustrations by
Harry Clarke... to illustrate an
edition of Hans Andersen’s
Fairy tales
Opposite page: The Snow Queen, Harry Clarke (1889-
1931). Ink, graphite, watercolour, gouache and glazes with
bodycolour highlights. Unframed, 40 x 28.2 cm. From the
National Gallery of Ireland Collection.
Photo © The National Gallery of Ireland.
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Right: Benjamin Guinness, Third Earl of Iveagh (1937-
1992). Image courtesy of the Guinness Archive.

Below: Robert Hunter (fl. 1745-1803). Portrait of the
Penrose Family [n.d]. Oil on canvas, 150 x 179cm.
Collection: Crawford Art Gallery, donated by
John and Helena Mooney, 2008.
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Baskerville, The Holy Bible, Birmingham, 1769-1771.
The Benjamin Iveagh Library Farmleigh. Image courtesy of
Marsh's Library, Dublin.

James Joyce, Ulysses, Paris, Shakespeare and Company,
1922. The Benjamin Iveagh Library Farmleigh.
Image courtesy of Marsh's Library, Dublin.

ment of these works, the Heritage Council did have an
opportunity to help with the assessment of a work by the
Italian metaphysical painter Giorgio de Chirico (188-1978),
Il Trovatore, 1960.

Not unsurprisingly the National Gallery has received
many fine works. In 2008, it received an attractive work by
the Irish artist, John Lavery (1856-1941), entitled On the
Bridge at Grez dating from 1884. And some time earlier it
was the worthy recipient of a large painting, combining both
aesthetic and historical interest – a group family portrait by
the celebrated court painter Johann Zoffany (1733-1810) –
depicting George Fitzgerald and his Sons, a family from
Mayo whose seat is now the location for the Museum of
Country Life near Castlebar.

Among the most appealing of works received by the
gallery was a set of illustrations by Harry Clarke (1889-
1931). Widely acclaimed for his inventive and imaginative
excellence in stained glass, Clarke’s work as an illustrator is
sometimes forgotten, although of great significance and
appeal, and an area for which he received much acclaim in
his lifetime. The set of works by Clarke were designed to
illustrate an edition of Hans Andersen’s Fairy tales produced
by the publisher Harrap (1915-16). These works were recog-
nised at the time as appealing to the ‘intellectual emotions
of art lovers.’ And this appeal is still secure today.

It has been an undoubted positive outcome of the
Section 1003 scheme that it has allowed, and encouraged,
wide public benefit. The recipient institutions gain through
the significant addition to their collections. And the public
gain through having such treasures as part of their patri-
mony. In a culture where it is perceived, rightly or wrongly,
that tax breaks have been enjoyed by a sector of society
often with no readily apparent benefit to others this has
been one enlightened initiative where we have all been at
the positive receiving end. �

Dr Hugh Maguire, Museums and Archives,
The Heritage Council

It has been an undoubted
positive outcome of the Section
1003 scheme that it has
allowed, and encouraged, wide
public benefit.



Gallery OrchidIreland

Orchids are a remarkable and intriguing family of plants. Their
beauty and diversity have long fascinated both amateur and pro-
fessional botanists, gardeners and the public.

OrchidIreland is a four-year cross-border project, funded by
the National Parks and Wildlife Service, Northern Ireland
Environment Agency, with support from the Ulster Museum and
the National Biodiversity Data Centre.

Systematic recording of Ireland’s flora and fauna, which
includes mapping species distribution, forms a considerable part
of conservation work currently undertaken throughout the island
of Ireland. Much of our present knowledge and understanding of
our native orchid flora is based either on historical data, or in some
cases recent research on a number of key species. Despite
increased interest in this fascinating group of plants, there are
considerable gaps in our knowledge and understanding of the
ecology and distribution of Ireland’s wild orchids.

The primary aim of the OrchidIreland project is to determine
the current status and distribution of the orchid taxa throughout
the island of Ireland.

Other aims of the project include:

� collating the existing orchid data set and other related infor-
mation onto the recorder database at the Centre for
Environmental Data and Recording (CEDaR)

� engaging new and existing orchid recorders and providing
training through field workshops where appropriate

� undertaking field recording and habitat surveys throughout
Ireland

� providing a web site (http://www.habitas.org.uk/orchidireland)
to aid identification and to disseminate information on the
project and Ireland’s taxa.

If you would like further information on, or to participate in
OrchidIreland contact: Dr Damian McFerran, Project Manager,
Centre for Environmental Data and Recording (CEDaR), National
Museums Northern Ireland, Cultra, Holywood, County Down BT18
0EU. email: damian.mcferran@nmni.com

THE ORCHIDS OF IRELAND
By Tom Curtis and Robert Thompson

The Orchids of Ireland is a book for naturalists, biologists, gar-
deners and all those who have an interest in this fascinating and
attractive group of wild Irish plants and who wish to improve their
identification skills in the field. There are comprehensive accounts
for all species, subspecies and varieties, including their key iden-
tification features, comparisons with similar species, flowering
periods, salient observations, habitat preferences, current status
and distribution maps of all the Irish taxa. The introductory sec-
tions of the book include information on orchid morphology, habi-
tat diversity and ecology, conservation, a key to all taxa, and a full
checklist of all orchids found in Ireland.

The book is lavishly illustrated with colour photographs of all
species including a wide selection of orchid habitats.

Expected publication date: late May. For further information con-
tact Damian McFerran, National Museums Northern Ireland,
Cultra, Holywood, County Down BT18 OEU.
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Bee orchid, Ophrys apifera, Thompson's Quarry, County Armagh.

Dactylorhiza incarnata subsp. coccinea, Bull Island, County Dublin.

Gallery OrchidIreland
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Gallery OrchidIreland

Early-purple Orchid, Orchis mascula, Lough Bunny, Burren, County Clare.
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Gallery OrchidIreland

Dactylorhiza incarnata var. hyphaematodes, Burren, County Clare.

Hebridean spotted orchid, Dactylorhiza hebridensis, Cruit Island, County Donegal.
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Gallery OrchidIreland
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Marsh helleborine, Epipactis palustris, Bull Island, County Dublin.
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Dark-red helleborine, Epipactis atrorubens, Burren, County Clare.
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LOOKING AFTER THE LANDSCAPES
WHERE WE LIVE, WORK AND PLAY
Michael Starrett maps the way for the 2009 Landscape Conference

Ten years ago, when the pace of change in our urban and rural
landscapes was turbo-charged as the Celtic Tiger roared into
life, the Heritage Council’s first Landscape Conference heard a
warning from Professor Fred Aalen that “serious damage to our
landscape and the environment must be anticipated when
dynamic economic growth occurs”.

No one would argue with the fact that in the intervening
years Ireland’s landscapes, and our people, have witnessed
dynamic economic growth. The big question is whether we were
well enough equipped to prevent “serious damage” to land-
scape and environment.

In committing two years ago to holding a second land-
scape conference this year, the Heritage Council was seeking to
see whether in the intervening decade we had indeed been
equipped to deal with the inevitable landscape threats posed
by the economic growth that was so welcome in so many
respects.

In now setting the scene for this upcoming conference – in
October 2009 – and not wishing to prejudge its outcome, it has
to be recognised that the context in which we now find our-
selves has changed very dramatically from that which faced us
back in 1999. It is not now so much a 10-year review, but also
an opportunity to set a 10-year plan

I would, however, be shirking my responsibility if I didn’t
say that we were in fact woefully ill-equipped to deal with the
pace of development, and that serious damage has been done
to our landscape. Let me cite just one or two examples to illus-
trate the point before moving on, on an optimistic note, to what
the conference is designed to achieve.

Since any development will change the character of a par-
ticular building, or a particular landscape, the value that is
attached to the building and/or the landscape is very subjec-
tive. What to one person may seem ugly may to another seem
beautiful. Our society is eclectic and diverse in its appearance.
And, some might add, is the better for it. Apply that same rule
to the one-off house in the rural environment and you end up
with an eclectic and diverse style of house scattered liberally
across the rural landscape. No one would doubt that that is the
situation pertaining in many parts of rural Ireland at present.
Some people find that attractive; others don’t. And because
there are no national guidelines on the manner in which that
change can be planned, parts of our country are a mess of dif-
ferent designs and poorly situated housing.

It has all just been allowed to happen. The creeping
change in character of huge parts of our rural landscape has
been insidious. As a result, the loss in quality of that landscape
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– something of real economic and social value to the country
as a whole – has been substantial. Just how substantial we are
not sure because we are not equipped to find out.

Moving from rural to urban change, we only have to drive
through our provincial towns and villages to see that large
‘bolt-on’ housing estates, with few or any facilities to improve
the quality of life of the people who reside there, have sprung
up like mushrooms. Unfortunately, there are many examples
of bad village development and few good. Our system has
relied not on good and clear guidance at a national level, but
rather on the professional ability of individuals to plan for our
landscapes correctly. Relying on individuals, professional or
otherwise, is no way to plan a country.

One of the more horrendous pieces of management
speak that has infiltrated the language in recent years is “we
are where we are”. All too often this phrase is used not in the
positive sense of “let’s do something positive and move on”,
but rather it is employed as a means of avoiding discussion
about how the mess was created in the first place.

The Heritage Council has been consistent in seeking
ways to make us better equipped to meet the challenges that
we have, and those we will face. In the current climate, with
some breathing space possible, this work assumes even
greater significance as we seek to highlight the importance
of our landscapes and our environment to our social and eco-
nomic wellbeing. Let’s not find ourselves in another 10 years’
time looking back and saying “that’s another fine mess we got
ourselves into”.

The forthcoming Landscape Conference will see the
Heritage Council showcase some major landscape initiatives.
Speakers from Bere Island, the Burren and the Wicklow
Uplands, to name but a few, will detail their wonderful com-
munity-led landscape initiatives, and the agricultural sector
will also be well represented. The conference will also feature
speakers from Europe and Canada, articulating how they have
responded to the landscape management challenges they
have faced, many of which are very similar to those we face in
this country.

It will also feature a presentation from the Minister for
the Environment, Heritage and Local Government, John
Gormley, as well as Maguellone Dejeant-Pons, from the
Council of Europe, and Prof. Richard Forman, the renowned
landscape ecologist from Harvard.

Now is the time for optimism. Landscape is very much on
the agenda and the Government is committed to the develop-
ment of a National Landscape Strategy. The Heritage Council

intends to inform that strategy. What we have to do is find a
way to make its relevance and significance to our everyday
lives even more clearly understood.

If that means new legislation for conservation and land-
scape management, and recreation initiatives, we should not
be afraid of that. If we need new structures to deliver new
landscape objectives for tourism, we should not be afraid of
that either. If we need to find new ways of working in part-
nership and in cooperation with others that should hold no
fears.

Michael Starrett, Chief Executive, The Heritage Council.

The Heritage Council’s 2009 Landscape Conference will be
held in Tullamore from 14-16 October 2009. The full pro-
gramme is available at www.heritagecouncil.ie

parts of our country are a mess
of different designs and poorly
situated housing
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The Old Irish Goat

“In this weather, they’re usually up on top of the mountain,”
the farmer told me as he pointed to a distant plateau guarded
by a seemingly sheer cliff-face. “There is only one way up’, he
added, ‘but my boys will guide you to the top.” This ‘one way up’
took us through a belt of thick trees and along a secret rocky
path that soon had us scrambling over the skyline wall to be
confronted by a moonscape of limestone pavement interject-
ed by crisscrossing drystone walls.

Within five minutes we had the goats in sight. There were
at least a hundred of them feeding peacefully along a slope
about half a mile away. Even a very stealthy approach had
alerted the herd to my presence, the older females coming for-
ward in the manner of deer to investigate whilst the main body
of the herd bunched and then milled around behind them.
These were the most wary feral goats I had yet encountered;
more wild and shy in fact than the true Wild Goats I had stud-
ied in the White Mountains of Crete the year before.

Their impact was instant and stunning as they sorted
themselves out into family groups and made off in a raggedy
line across the horizon. The billies moved around in a general-
ly undisciplined way until they got the point and followed the
matriarchal lead. This herd was all colours and patterns –

Author Raymond Werner has spent over 50 years
exploring the origin and evolution of feral goats
in Europe and is a founder of the British Feral
Goat Research Group. In recent years Raymond
has been a regular visitor to the Burren region
where he has identified the presence of signifi-
cant numbers of what he considers to be a rare
landrace* breed of ‘old Irish goat’.

Above: Large herds of feral goats are still a common sight
in the Burren. Striking in appearance – and smell – these
herds often contain a variety of breeds from ‘old Irish’
goats to more modern dairy breeds, and
everything in between.

* adapted to/shaped by a particular environment
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white, black, grey, fawn, light and dark brown, mahogany and
pied – their sheer variety emanating a kaleidoscope of light
and shade as they moved off and then strung out like a neck-
lace of multicoloured beads.

I quickly realised that following closely behind these
goats would get me nowhere at all. They knew every undula-
tion of the terrain, knew how to stay safely ahead without tir-
ing, and had a better chance of studying me all day than my
studying them. My strategy became one of being around with-
out seeming to be overly curious. Within four hours they had
adjusted to my general presence; two hours later I was able to
sit within one hundred yards of the herd whilst it grazed. The
ground was carefully and mutually chosen, however, the bro-
ken area between us giving me no chance to make a near
approach, and they knew it.

Feral herds like this one were common on the Burren until
about five years ago, and are still seen today, although the
total population has been reduced by about 85% since then.
In the herd I was watching, there were several distinct types:
a very modern looking dairy goat, usually but not always of
Saanen type; two types of more generalized Swiss goat; a
‘scrub’ goat, and goats that generally resembled or were dis-
tinctly of a very ancient breed of goat known as the ‘Old Irish’
type. Clearly, as is the case generally on the Burren, this herd
had originated with the “native” breed of the area, the Old
Irish Goat, with changes over time as modern goat stock were
introduced over a period of 50 years or so.

The Burren itself is nothing less than an open-air muse-
um, rich in archaeological remains. Visitors are drawn into a
pageantry of the past that includes wedge tombs, round tow-
ers, fortified farmhouses and hill forts. Here, they will learn of
the first farmers, Megalithic builders, workers in bronze and
the richness of a Celtic age and its continuance. All this is
interlaced with huge geologic upheavals, abundant evidence
of the Ice Age, and the meeting of Arctic and Mediterranean
flora.

But the Burren has many other attributes as well, one of
the most striking being the feral goat. The goat is so integral
to the history of the Burren that communities over the ages
would hardly have survived without it. It was the goat that ini-
tially helped open up the landscape to farming, following
which they settled down to provide meat, hair, hides, fat and
milk as an undemanding, almost predator-proof, animal that
consistently helped to stave off starvation when all else
around the poor farming family had failed.

So important was the little Irish goat – locally known as
‘the poor man’s cow’ - that it has been symbolic of The Burren
and its traditional way of life since earliest times. Hundreds of
kid cró’s (huts) and enclosures are still visible in the Burren.
Sadly today the goat has come to be seen by many as a nui-
sance, an attitude that has contributed to the decline of the
Old Irish goat.

Recent research suggests that the Old Irish goat is a liv-
ing example of the type of goat that pre-dates the sea-faring
cultures that introduced the Neolithic to western Ireland. The

The goat is so integral to the
history of the Burren that
communities over the ages would
hardly have survived without it.
It was the goat that initially
helped open up the landscape to
farming, following which they
settled down to provide meat,
hair, hides, fat and milk as an
undemanding, almost predator-
proof, animal that consistently
helped to stave off starvation
when all else around the poor
farming family had failed.

The ‘poor man’s cow’, the old Irish goat is characterized by
its small size; long body; long and dished face, even in
males; small and pricked ears; long coat with under wool
that tends to make it stand out and harsh
coat, not silky.



Large herds of goats can sometimes cause
problems for farmers – grazing and spoiling
areas of grassland and knocking walls. This
has led to some conflict and highlights the
urgent need for an agreed management strat-
egy for these goats.
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goat was in Ireland before the land bridge that made Ireland
an island disappeared, and almost certainly before the major-
ity of its present “native” deer stock. This challenges the gen-
eral assertion that the feral goat cannot be considered a
“native” species as its ancestors were introduced by man. Feral
goats in general on the Burren, as elsewhere in Ireland, are a
vital part of the “wild” fauna and living history: an “artefact” as
important as any inanimate object that is dug out of the
ground in terms of reflecting the history of Ireland and its
agricultural development.

Around 10% of the goats seen on the Burren in the spring
were distinctly and phenotypically of the old Irish type. If this
is reflective of the feral goats of Ireland in general, there is
yet time to save this ancient breed. Time is running out rapid-
ly, however, as breed introgression and random removal of
feral goats continue. The fact that the young animals seen did
not generally reflect the pure type would suggest that there is
a short window of opportunity if we are to isolate and safe-
guard a phenotypical population of the old breed.

This old Irish goat is a member of what’s known as the
Northern Breed Group, other members of which are found
elsewhere in North West Europe. An attempt to save a remnant
of the Old English Goat in domestication was begun in 1920,
but it was too late, and the last few expired in the early 1950s.

The Dutch began a serious but belated attempt to save
the Old Dutch goat when only four were left, and had to use
other breeds to try to breed back to the original type. The Old
Icelandic goat is safe, but there are only 340 and they are
inbred. The Old Norwegian goat was ‘improved’ with Swiss
breeding; the Old Danish goat is no more; the Old Swedish
goat exists as a single herd in Germany. There may be two or
three hundred Old Welsh goats living as feral stock in Wales,
and the Old Scotch goat is now only feral, and there may be as
few as 1,500, even less, all of which are facing a precarious
future. Given the general state of these members of the
Northern Breed Group in general, the preservation of the Old
Irish Goat as a pure form is a matter of extreme urgency.

Feral herds like this one were
common on the Burren until about
five years ago, and are still seen
today, although the total
population has been reduced by
about 85% since then.
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But how do we do it? It is just possible that populations
of the old type still exist, and these need to be identified very
quickly in an all-Ireland feral goat survey. The only safe way to
ensure the future of the breed is to select stock of the old type
out of the generally mixed herds, and to place these in areas
where they can safely exist as feral animals. National Park
areas are an obvious choice, but isolated areas, even islands,
could be considered. Later, the breed could be used in the con-
text of wildlife parks, farm parks, and even historical sites.

Before this, however, due to the urgency of the matter,
animals need to be taken into ‘captivity’ to form a foundation
stock for such a project*. This would require the temporary
rehoming of goats with sympathetic goat keepers/breeders,
preferably in a paddock/free-range situation. A herd book
would need to be started, and a programme devised to broad-
en out bloodlines. Such a project could be implemented with
around 30 females and 15 males, and might need to involve as
few as 10 to 15 holding sites, with some having small mixed
groups and others a single male.

The feral goat in Ireland is of immense aesthetic, histori-
cal, practical – and potentially economic – importance. They
portray the history and traditions of a region, and living exam-
ples are as important as the remains of the settlements that
they sustained in this context.

Within the feral herds there are goats of a ‘scrub’ type
that may have potential in land management; the use of the
old type of goat in managing heathland and scrub being a
current issue in the United Kingdom. But above all, there is a
very compelling and urgent need to preserve the Old Irish
breed as a genetic and cultural resource. The Old Irish goat is
the ancient breed of the nation, and the symbol of its past. The
loss of traditional goat breeds elsewhere in Europe is irre-
versible but, fortunately, the Old Irish goat can yet be saved.
For the successful development and implementation of a rare
breed conservation programme however, local and national
support is essential. �

* In 2007, the Heritage Council allocated a Local Biodiversity Grant to a
Burren farmer to help with the erection of a 20-acre enclosure to secure a
number of Old Irish Goats. This work, and a subsequent workshop on Old
Irish Goats, was also funded by the BurrenLIFE project. For more informa-
tion please visit www.burrenlife.com

The kid cró (hut) is a small hut used to house young goat
kids. Traditionally a number of kids were kept captive in
these huts, released by night to suckle their mothers.
Reared in confinement and in darkness, the resultant
‘milk kids’ had a soft, sweet meat and were a very popular
Easter dish. This tradition died out 40 or more years ago
but these fascinating little structures are still commonly
seen, reflecting the historical importance
of goat farming in the Burren.

The only safe way to ensure the
future of the breed is to select
stock of the old type and to place
these in areas where they can
safely exist as feral animals.

On an immediately practical note, if anyone with knowl-
edge of feral goat herds in various parts of Ireland could
send on information to include numbers, sex and kid
ratios and any known history, along with photographs
that could be used to analyse the type, a useful start
could be made on an all-Ireland survey that would help to
identify the continuance of the Old Irish breed through-
out the land. Please send any records or comments to the
author, Raymond Werner, at raygillwp@hotmail.com
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The Heritage Officer Programme
celebrates 10 years

In 1999, the Heritage Council, in partnership with Galway City
Council, Kerry and Sligo County Councils, established a three-
year pilot Heritage Officer programme which sought to place
heritage expertise within local authorities. The Heritage
Council recognised that local authorities are strategically
placed to encourage, guide and support heritage management
at local level and in essence they have opportunities to shape
and showcase the heritage strengths and identity of the city or
county in which they operate.

The Heritage Officer programme is supported by
Government policy through the National Heritage Plan and the
National Biodiversity Plan. There has been a dramatic change
over the last 10 years in the legislative environment in which
local authorities operate. Compliance with international,
European and national legislation, as it relates to the conserva-
tion and protection of habitats, bird and animal species, archae-
ology and built heritage, impacts on most work programmes
within a local authority. Coupled with new requirements for
Strategic Environmental Appraisal, Appropriate Assessment and
the forthcoming Environmental Liability Directive, the real ben-
efit of having heritage expertise at local level to address these
issues and support the local authority in delivering services to
the wider community is paying dividends.

Building on Success
The initial three-year pilot programme was extremely successful
and the Heritage Council actively sought further partnerships
with local authorities across Ireland, and today there are 28
Heritage Officers in post.

The role of Heritage Officer has developed significantly over
the last 10 years, with the service reflecting local issues and
priorities and also the professional strengths of the Heritage
Officer. The remit of the post is also influenced by whether
there are additional heritage professionals within the Local
Authority, such as Conservation Officers, County or City
Archaeologists or Biodiversity Officers.

Some local authorities have recognised that with addition-
al legislative requirements specialisations have been required
to complement the role of Heritage officer. This has seen the
formation of ‘Heritage Units’ within local authorities, staffed by
Heritage Officers, Biodiversity officers, Conservation officers
and Archaeologists.

There is great variety in the projects supported by Heritage
Officers across the country, which reflects how much work is
required in knowing, valuing and caring for Ireland’s heritage
resource in all its aspects. Over the years Heritage Officers have
been involved in a myriad projects including policy formation, sur-
vey work, development control and forward planning, capital
works, biodiversity enhancement and allocation of heritage
grants, awards and bursaries. Sourcing of funding and facilitating
partner groups and organisations is a constant underlying theme.

Common Threads
For all the variety, there are a series of common threads that
frame the Heritage Officer’s role and work programme. Project
work carried out by Heritage Officers is strategically driven by
City and County Heritage Plans and, where applicable, Local
Biodiversity Action Plans.

While 50-60% of the Heritage Officer’s time can be allo-
cated to the delivery of the Heritage Plan, increasingly signifi-
cant amounts of time are devoted to assisting and advising the
local authority on the heritage implications of current and
future policies and work programmes. In carrying out this work,
Heritage Officers provide professional heritage advice across
different departments within local authorities. Common work
areas include County Development Plans, Functional Area
Plans, Local Area Plans, as well as assisting with devising other
land use policies, i.e. wind farm policy, village design state-
ments, landscape character assessments. Data collection is a
significant area of work that varies from collecting existing
datasets to commissioning new survey work. It is a role that is
becoming increasingly important with EU Directives requiring
baseline heritage data for EIA, SEA and Appropriate
Assessment. Heritage Officers have a key strategic role in advis-
ing on local authority plans, policies and programmes; essen-
tially it is a role that seeks to manage change in a sustainable
way in the natural and historic environment.

Connecting People and Heritage
Promoting interest, pride in and understanding of our national
heritage is a key facet of the Heritage Officer’s role. Education
is a constant theme, both within the local authority with regard
to new legislation, guidelines and directives and also general
heritage awareness – in schools, community groups and indi-
viduals. The Heritage Officer provides a key point of contact and
information for heritage issues. The appointment of Heritage
Officers has allowed improved connectivity and dialogue
around heritage issues between local authorities and the her-
itage services within the Department of the Environment,
Heritage and Local Government and other government depart-
ments.

A Vision for the Future
Over the past 10 years the need for heritage expertise within
local authorities has grown, the legislative framework for the

There is great variety in the projects
supported by Heritage Officers across the
country, which reflects how much work is
required in knowing, valuing and caring for
Ireland’s heritage resource in all its aspects.
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protection of the environment and heritage has become more
complex, the Heritage Officer’s workload has increased expo-
nentially since the first appointment in 1999. The long-term
sustainability of the role without the assistance of additional
heritage professionals in many counties needs to be assessed.
In 2000, 12 heritage projects were run through the local
authority heritage offices. In 2009, in excess of 300 projects
will be managed through the heritage offices, in addition to pol-
icy and advice work.

Challenging times face us all in balancing economic and her-
itage management. The tenacity of the Heritage Officers over
the past 10 years has proven that they are able for the chal-
lenge and are an extremely adaptable professional resource
within the local authorities. When we look back at the post in
2019 we hope to be reviewing the development of the Heritage
Departments within the local authorities and celebrating the
first Heritage Officer to make it to County Manager!

As the first Heritage Officer appointed to the State, in 1999, I am
delighted that the Heritage Officer Scheme has been so successful.
The way the job has evolved over the last 10 years has been a dif-
ferent experience for us all. While some of us are positioned in the
Planning Sections and others in the Environment Sections, and this
has an influence on how we work, the main focus is being able to
get our message across both within the local authority and to the
public.
In Galway City I initially had responsibility for the old Galway City
Museum along with work now associated with the Conservation
Officer’s role as well as the strictly Heritage Officer role. The role
has evolved over time, with a concentration in recent years on built
natural and cultural heritage. Biodiversity has also taken a front
seat recently and I have been glad to be able to work jointly with
Stephen Walsh of the Parks Section on Biodiversity and Ecology
related projects on Barna Woods (2007-8) and Merlin Park Woods
(2009-10).
Cultural heritage has also been part of my working day and my
involvement in An Coiste Loganamnacha/Placenames Committee
and various joint efforts with Gaillimh Le Gaeilge, which promotes
the use of the language around the city, has been most rewarding.
There are so many worthy projects that it is difficult to select just a
few to highlight. Mutton Island Lighthouse has been ongoing for a
few years now and we hope to complete the works in 2010.
Conservation works and archaeological digs we have carried out at
Merlin Park Castle and Terryland Castle have provided an endless
source of interest and it is hoped to develop an Archaeological
Summer School around the castle at Terryland in the near future.
Keeping the public informed through guided tours, exhibitions and
publications has always been a priority. We have published three
museum catalogues and have also done joint publications with
Marie Mannion in Galway County Council including an
Ecclesiastical Heritage Trail and a guide to the birds of the city and
county. Since 2002 we have also published Galway’s

Heritage/Oidhreacht na Gaillimhe which will see its 20th volume in
Spring/Summer 2009. The Lough Atalia project for the
Palaeobotanical study by Karen Molloy will be published in book
form in 2009 and a number of studies on the archaeology, geology
and industrial heritage of the Lough Atalia area will be published
alongside the palaeoenvironmental study.
A folklore scheme which involved putting old taped interviews
about life in Galway onto disc is one of the projects that will be
completed this year. The publication of the Record of Protected
Structures for Galway City in 2007 was a major development, but
the small grants administered for the Local Heritage Projects – for
surfacing paths in a local historic cemetery, or for an Old Galway
Society lecture series – were just as important and as pleasurable
to give as much larger grants, for Protected Structures for instance,
because heritage was being helped and efforts were being recog-
nised on a micro-level.
Providing advice on new projects and developments is part of the
day-to-day job and the enjoyment gained from working with col-
leagues in the Planning, Environment, Parks, Arts, Roads and
Infrastructure Sections has been rewarding. Being involved in dis-
cussions with developers has been full of new insights and interac-
tion with councillors and members of the public and heritage
groups has also provided much enjoyment. Working with schools
has been very rewarding. I can honestly say there is more interest
in and a wider appreciation of heritage now than there was when I
became the first of the Heritage Officer ‘Pilot Scheme’ in 1999.
Interest is spread right across built, cultural, archaeological and
natural heritage.
Apart from the projects completed, the work satisfaction enjoyed
and the contacts made, the Heritage Officer role has enriched the
lives of many, and great credit is due to the Heritage Council, the
dedicated Heritage Officers, as well as the local authorities who
have signed up to making heritage relevant, part of development
and a part of the everyday life of Ireland’s citizens.

PROFILE: Jim Higgins, Heritage Officer, Galway City
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Wading through the
Shannon Callows

Kathryn Finney introduces the charismatic waders of a very special conservation site

The callow lands of the River Shannon comprise three sepa-
rate Special Protection Areas (SPAs) designated in recogni-
tion of their importance for breeding and wintering water-
fowl. At the time of designation, in 1987, the callows held
one of the three largest concentrations of breeding waders
of lowland wet grassland sites in Ireland and the UK.

In 1987, the area contained nationally important num-
bers of breeding Redshank - 10% of Ireland’s breeding pop-
ulation. Since then, however, wader numbers have declined
significantly. Between 1987 and 2002, Redshank numbers
decreased by 71%, Lapwing by 82%, and Snipe and Curlew
by 68 and 83% respectively. This trend is mirrored through-
out Ireland and western Europe, with wader populations
across a range of habitats declining significantly. Lapwing,

Curlew decreased by 83% between 1987 and 2002. © John CareyCurlew decreased by 83% between 1987 and 2002. © John Carey
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Redshank and Curlew are currently red-listed breeding birds
on the Birds of Conservation Concern in Ireland, 2008.
Sadly Curlew has recently achieved the status of Globally
Threatened Species, Ireland’s second species in this catego-
ry, the other being Corncrake.

Habitat and Home
Lapwing, Curlew, Snipe and Redshank are primarily associ-
ated with a range of farmland habitats, particularly lowland
wet grassland. All four are ground-nesting birds, nesting on
damp or dry land, generally within the field and away from
the perimeter. Lapwing nest in a shallow scrape with little or
no lining, in very short grass or bare ground; Redshank in
tussocks, usually grass - of the type left by cattle when graz-
ing a field; while Curlew tend to nest in or beside such tus-
socks. Snipe typically nest in rush, sedge or grass tussocks.

Breeding waders generally prefer open fields with clear
views and an absence of hedges or stand-alone trees or
bushes, which can be used as perching posts by avian pred-
ators. This preference is particularly so for Lapwing, whose
nests are the most visible.

Chicks feed on aquatic invertebrates; ideal chick feed-
ing habitat is wet, muddy areas, with sparse vegetation, a
high water-table or shallow gradient into areas of standing
water such as rivers, drains or lakes. These conditions can be
easily created by stock grazing and/or drinking from the
edges of a river or drain.

In the Callows, pair formation starts around the begin-
ning of February for Redshank who are often the first to
return from their wintering grounds. Redshank breed for life
(determined as five years, although they can live longer
than this and consequently can have more than one partner
over their lifetime). Often birds return to the same area as
the previous year's nest site to meet up and breed. New pair

Breeding redshank on lookout post: Redshank have
declined nationally by an estimated 88%. © B. Caffrey

Sadly Curlew has recently achieved
the status of Globally Threatened
Species, Ireland’s second species in
this category, the other being
Corncrake

Feeding habitat for chicks. © Kathryn Finney
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formation is a time-consuming and noisy affair for
Redshank, males spending much of their time displaying to
attract a female. After a successful engagement period of
about four weeks a pair bond is formed which will be re-
established each year, unless the birds divorce and pair
again! Lapwing and Snipe form a new pair bond each year,
as do Curlew (although there is evidence to suggest that
some Curlew re-establish bonds over successive years). Late
February and March is a nosy time at key breeding sites
(such as Inishee Island, Co. Galway) as all four species dis-
play, establish a pair bond and defend their territories.

Predators and Conservation
As with many ground-nesting birds, predation by mammals
and corvids (crows) is a real threat. In the Callows, research
carried out by BirdWatch Ireland and funded by NPWS has
shown that predation is proving to be a real problem. Some
72% of wader nests at key research sites were predated in
2008. Sadly predation is not confined to nests, and a high
number of hatchlings were also predated. Along with expect-
ed predators such as hooded crow, fox and mink; pine mar-
tin and otter were known to have taken eggs and badger
were also suspected. Island breeding sites have proved to be
just as vulnerable to predators as mainland sites.

In response to these findings, a predator control strate-
gy was first introduced in 2008 on a number of the best
breeding sites in the Callows. Consideration will be given to
rolling this out to other key sites over the coming years.
Such work is not undertaken lightly, but the above findings
indicate that unless measures to reduce predation are
taken, declines could accelerate and population extinctions
could occur.

much of the credit is due to the local
farming community who have
embraced what is often, due to
weather constraints, a difficult
management regime

Adult Lapwing on nest. © Anthony McGeehan
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Key sites are also carefully managed in close coopera-
tion with the farming community. Landowners enter into
management agreements through the Breeding Wader
Grant Scheme. During the breeding season stocking levels
and tractor operations are carefully controlled to protect
nests and chicks from agricultural damage. It dose not, how-
ever, end there – wader management is a year-round com-
mitment. From July to November each year sites are active-
ly managed to ensure that the habitat is suitable for breed-
ing the following year, a task not easily achieved due to fluc-
tuating water levels from August to November.

Significant progress in establishing and maintaining
suitable breeding habitat has been made since the grant
scheme was first introduced in 2005, and much of the cred-
it is due to the local farming community who have embraced
what is often, due to weather constraints, a difficult man-
agement regime. It is the Shannon Callows landowners, and
their continued support and commitment to the Breeding
Wader Project that will ultimately safeguard the Callows
breeding wader population. And it is hoped that together,
with their commitment, we will soon see a reversal in the
trend of decline recorded since 1987. �

By Kathryn Finney, Breeding Wader Management Officer,
BirdWatch Ireland

Lapwing nest © Alex Copland

Lapwing chick. © Alex Copland
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Breathing new life
into an old building

Built in 1836, Abbeyleix Market House now houses
Abbeyleix Library and Art Gallery

In early 2001, Laois County Council assessed the need for a
new public library in Abbeyleix. The current population of
the town stands at 1,568 people; it serves two primary
schools, one secondary school and has a catchment area of
4-5 mile radius. In view of this, the Council recognised that
a full time operating library service should be provided and
the decision was made to refurbish the Market House as a
public library for the people of Abbeyleix.

The County Council recognised that the public library in
Abbeyleix would have a crucial role to play in the social, edu-
cational and informational needs of the community. They
also identified the need for extensive internet access in
order to contribute to and support an inclusive knowledge
economy. Reading areas, internet points, study tables and a
children’s arts and crafts area were specified, along with
specialised shelving to cater for the 25,000 volumes of
adult, teen and juvenile stock. In order to build on the social
function of the facility, the brief was also extended to incor-

Above: Abbeyleix Market House
c.1910 and Below: The new facade
of Market House contributes much
to the aesthetic of Abbeyleix, a mid-
lands heritage town.
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porate an art gallery with a large glass display window offer-
ing interaction with the main street. This allows the poten-
tial to extend the attraction and public use of the building
beyond the normal use of a library.

Following public procurement, De Blacam and Meagher
Architects, Dublin, were appointed design team leaders. The
overall project involved the refurbishment and conservation
of the Market House to house a public library and art gallery,
and the landscaping of the surrounding area into a new
public space.

ORIGINS
The Market House in Abbeyleix was erected in 1836 by the
second Viscount de Vesci. Situated adjacent to the Main
Street and backed by a crescent of two-storey houses, the
building had been much altered over the years. Originally
the Market House was a five-bay double height structure
with end bays slightly projecting. The bays had square-head-
ed door cases with bracketed and blocked entablatures and
the three central bays were caded with iron double gates.
The roof was hipped and had a tall octagonal cupola, while
the facade of the building was roughly dashed and had lime-
stone dressing including rusticated piers, archivolts and a
large date stone. At the rear there were two projecting quad-
rant single storey structures for use as butcher’s stalls.

In 1906, as a memorial to the fourth Viscount de Vesci,
the building was reconstructed and enlarged with another
storey added. The building was increased in height and
depth by 18 feet and the cupola was replaced by a
belvedere. The ground floor continued as a Market House
while the upper floor became the Town Hall where dances
and concerts were regular events. In c.1950 ownership of
the Market House passed to Laois County Council and fur-
ther modifications were carried out and by 1969, the
ground floor housed the Fire Brigade Station, while the first
floor served as a public library.

CONSERVATION AND REUSE
Externally, the Architect approached the project with a view
to realising the ‘Vernacular Italianate’ vision envisaged by
Howard Ince in his 1896 re-modelling of the original
Abbeyleix Market House for Lord de Vesci, which was com-
pleted in 1906. The tower, with its stone window surround,
bell-cast detail to the roof and timber casement windows,
were all added as part of this re-modelling, and these ele-
ments have now been restored according to historic photo-
graphs and research using proper conservation practice.

Internally, the Architect worked from the concept that a
library should be essentially a room surrounded by books.
This idea was the driver behind the primary design decision:
to create a large central top-lit void through the core of the
building, with the floors connected by a spiral stair. This
strategy enabled the entire library to be realised as a single
‘room’, allowing the expanse of books lining the wall to be
visible throughout, and optimising natural light and the flow
of air. The original two-storey structure was increased to

The interior of the newly refurbished Abbeyleix
Library and Art Gallery.

The Market House in Abbeyleix
was erected in 1836 by the
second Viscount de Vesci
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three smaller storeys within the building envelope, in part to
compensate for the central void, but also enabling the vari-
ous components of the brief – such as the children’s library,
reference area and computer stations – to be arranged ver-
tically, rather than separated physically. The strength of the
concept gives clear legibility to the building where, upon
entering from the south, the visitors’ first view is of an enor-
mous oak reading table sitting under a top-lit triple height
space, with a spiral staircase directly in front and book lined
mezzanines either side – the mainstays of a traditional read-
ing room.

Materials used in the refurbishment include solid oak
flooring and shelving throughout, with a combination of
mahogany at the reception desk, granite, slate and lime-
stone.

The reinstatement of the surrounding crescent as a
quality public space was discussed from an early stage in
the project, although the official go-ahead was given later in
the process. In order to support the establishment of this
important multi-use public building, it was seen to be very
important that the surrounding space would have a social
function and be able to facilitate local public events, hosted
by Laois County Council. The landscaping plan created new
paved public spaces to the south and north of the Market
House by consolidating the parking spaces within the land-
scaping to fit the crescent shape of the site, and relocating
the existing bus stop to the north of the main site. The plan
also removed the unnecessary vehicular access between the
Market House and the existing de Vesci monument fountain,
thus reinstating the historical connection between the two.

During the public consultation process the local farm-
ers’ market committee expressed the need to continue trad-
ing on a weekly basis on the new public landscaped space.
This need was incorporated into the design by providing an
electricity and water supply to the traders, which is funded
by the County Council. This market continues the link with
the original purpose of the Market House in 1836.

The quality and durability of the materials chosen for
the external landscaping are consistent with a major her-
itage town in the midlands of Ireland. The design includes
good quality golden granite, cut to size and imported from
Portugal, improved public lighting and a crescent of Cypress
trees, staggered around the parking bays in keeping with

the Italianate re-styling of the building in the 19th century.
The monument fountain has also been refurbished to its for-
mer glory.

The Library and Art Gallery interacts seamlessly by
locating the library’s art book collection in the Art Gallery.
This serves the intention of the County Council by introduc-
ing library users to the Art Gallery and vice versa. The design
and functions of the building has proven to be an outstand-
ing success. In a town with an urban population of 1,568
and a catchment population of 1,000 approximately, the
registered membership of the Library is over 1,500 in its
first 9 months of operation, with over 23,000 visits to the
Library and Art Gallery in the same period.

The Art Gallery has a running programme of exhibitions
supporting local and regional artists, displaying and selling
their works to an audience that might otherwise not experi-
ence this. It is fitted out with the latest hanging and lighting
system enabling each individual art piece to be displayed to
best effect.

Historically, the Market House was at the heart of the
economic and commercial activity in Abbeyleix. Now, the
building is at the heart of the cultural, educational and
informational activity in the area. Crucially, it is a public
space where people can sit down, relax, read a book, news-
paper or magazine, access the internet, study, and also ben-
efit from a quality art exhibition. �

the local farmers’ market...
continues the link with the
original purpose of the Market
House in 1836
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Kilkenny’s
400 Fruit Tree Project
Kilkenny’s 400 Fruit Tree Project marks the 400th anniver-
sary of the signing of the City Charter by planting 400 native
and heritage varieties of Apple, Pear, Plum and Cherry
throughout the city and environs during 2009. This
Transition Town initiative is a collaboration between Future
Proof Kilkenny, Keep Kilkenny Beautiful, Irish Seed Savers,
Kilkenny Local Authority with input from Lavistown house,
the Camphill community and Rothe House.

In addition to providing a lasting memory of the civic
celebrations some of the many benefits of the project
include honouring Kilkenny’s long history as a famous apple
growing region in times past; families and communities
working together on a practical project that will be a source
of pleasure and nutrition in years to come; promoting the
use of the urban environment as productive spaces for the
growing of food; providing food and shelter for wildlife,
encouraging biodiversity and enhancing the beauty of the
natural environment; encouraging the use of local seasonal
food for local consumption to reduce food miles, packaging
and waste; reconnecting adults and children with the
sources of their food and educating ourselves on what can
be grown in our local environment.

The fruit trees will be divided into 40 ‘orchards’ of 10
trees that will be planted in school yards, church grounds,
residential estates, parks and green spaces and civic and
corporate grounds. The project was formally launched on
March 6 to coincide with National Tree Week with plantings
at a small number of pre-selected sites. Over the course of
the year submissions will be invited from community groups,
residential committees, schools, churches and other organi-
sations. These will be considered under site suitability, pub-
lic access, risk of vandalism, commitment towards mainte-
nance of the orchard and commitment towards harvesting
and using the produce. The orchards will then be planted as
a cross-community project in late Autumn.

There are a number of ways in which individuals, organ-
isations and businesses can support the project and become
involved. By sponsoring an orchard you are helping to beau-
tify the city, investing in the future and providing a lasting
legacy of the 400 year celebrations. A plaque will be erected
at each site to acknowledge your contribution.

Gift cards will also be available to sponsor individual

fruit trees. The orchard in which the tree has been planted
will be identified at the end of the year. The gift cards will be
available throughout the year and are intended to be given
as presents or kept as souvenirs.

You can also make a donation or supply materials, such
as stakes, tree ties, manure, signage and printing. All contri-
butions will be most welcome.

Ultimately this project is about building communities
and the organisers will need lots of volunteers on planting
days and look forward to a celebratory event and lasting
reminder of our 400th year anniversary. For more informa-
tion please see www.futureproofkilkenny.org

Pictured at tree planting at the orchard in Kilkenny Castle
for Kilkenny’s 400 Fruit Trees Project, Mayor Crotty, Vered
Zur from Future Proof Kilkenny, Mary White TD, Cllr Sean
O’Hargain, Cllr Malcolm Noonan, Duncan Russell, Green
Party and Elaine Bradshaw of Keep Kilkenny Beautiful.
Photo: Paul Brennan
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Mutton Island Conservation Project
A learning experience for young heritage enthusiasts

Since 2004 the Heritage Office, Galway City Council, has been
conserving and restoring the old lighthouse at Mutton Island.

The lighthouse was opened in 1817 and served to protect
shipping in the inner reaches of Galway Bay. It was decommis-
sioned by the Commissioners or Irish Lights in the 1980s and
had deteriorated somewhat until the conservation project was
started by the Heritage Office in 2004. Our partners in the proj-
ect include Galway Civic Trust and FÁS, who supply the skills of
the site foreman Mike Davis and two crews of workers at the
site. For the last five years the site has been open annually
throughout Heritage Week and guided tours are booked in
advance.

Mutton Island boasts many varied heritage features and
has a wildlife designation, being a nesting area for swans and
terns. The island also contains elements of archaeological fea-
tures, including part of the old defensive fortifications which
defended Galway Bay in the 16th to 18th centuries.

The lighthouse, built in 1817, was constructed on the site
of an earlier castle and enclosing wall, elements of which sur-
vive. Grant funding from the Department of the Environment,
Heritage and Local Government (for protected structures in
public ownership) and a Heritage Council grant for re-roofing
of one of the buildings have helped greatly in advancing the
conservation work. The lighthouse itself is both a recorded
monument and a protected structure.

Bill Scanlon, former lighthouse keeper, has documented
life on the island, as experienced by him and his parents when
he lived there in his youth. Bill and the work of this conservation
project have featured on radio and television programmes on
Galway Bay FM and TG4. The Commissioners of Irish Lights, and
especially Frank Pelly of the Bailey Lighthouse Museum, have
been extremely helpful in securing numerous artefacts for loan
to the newly restored lighthouse. These will form the basis of a
permanent display on Mutton Island.

For further information on the project and to book tours
for Heritage Week 2010, contact Jim Higgins, Heritage Officer,
Galway City Council, City Hall, College Rd, Galway. Tel. 091-
536547 or email: j.higgins@galwaycity.ie

Stepping into Kilkenny’s History
Kilkenny Education Centre is very pleased to present the
Document Pack, ‘Stepping into Kilkenny’s History’. This resource
has primarily been designed for teachers who wish to pass on to
their students a sense of the rich history of Kilkenny city. The
document pack contains a DVD ROM, an illustrated map of
Kilkenny city, and a booklet containing the main pieces of
Kilkenny’s historical past. The DVD ROM takes a practical
approach in encouraging teachers to bring history outside of the
classroom, and to walk among the physical and built heritage of
Kilkenny.

In a practical way, ‘Stepping Into Kilkenny’s History’ will
assist teachers in the promotion of evidence-based learning
opportunities for students. It helps teachers and students to
examine their environment by exploring the built heritage of
Kilkenny. Trails and walks, which form part of the Document Pack
will encourage teachers and students to examine streetscapes,

churches, local maps,
photographs and per-
sonal accounts of
people who have lived
through some of the
social changes that
have occurred in more
recent times.

There were some intriguing findings from the research for
this project. In the 17th Century, the local corporation banned
“howling and crying” at any funeral that took place in St. Mary’s
Church, as well as “swine running in the streets and churchyard”.
A soup kitchen was set up during the Famine, in Dunmore, Co.
Kilkenny, by the owners of Kilkenny Castle; and Kilkenny hosted
a visit from the King and Queen of England in 1904. The project
has been funded by the Heritage Council and Kilkenny Borough
Council, in conjunction with Kilkenny Education Centre.

Heritage News



Heritage News
Sligo’s Landscapes, Rocks and Fossils

Sligo is a special place. It has been endowed with a remark-
able landscape that is synonymous with spectacular scenery.
For the people of Sligo, Benbulbin, the Ox Mountains,
Knocknarea and Carrowkeel act as compass points as they go
about their daily lives. Few people are aware that Sligo’s
extraordinary landscape is the product of colliding continents
and balmy tropical seas, spewing volcanic explosions and
crushing sheets of ice. Like the hieroglyphs of ancient Egypt,
the silent stones of Sligo contain an ancient, dynamic story.
Landscapes, Rocks and Fossils: The Geological Heritage of
County Sligo is a new booklet showcasing 23 geological her-
itage sites which highlight the rich and diverse geology of the
county. For the reader, the booklet provides some answers to
the question: ‘where has Sligo come from?’

In 2003, Sligo County Council, on behalf of the County
Sligo Heritage Forum and in partnership with the Heritage
Council, commissioned the Geological Survey of Ireland (GSI)
to undertake an audit of the geological heritage sites in
County Sligo. The audit was undertaken by Dr. Matthew
Parkes (now of the National Museum of Ireland) and Claire
McAteer of the Geological Survey of Ireland through the Irish
Geological Heritage Programme.

The Irish Geological Heritage (IGH) Programme is a
partnership between the Geological Survey of Ireland (GSI)
and the National Parks and Wildlife Service of the
Department of Environment, Heritage and Local Government.
It aims to identify, document, and protect the wealth of geo-
logical heritage in the Republic of Ireland and to promote its
value with the landowners and the public. The IGH
Programme also supports County Councils in their responsi-
bilities for geological heritage by supplying information on
County Geological Sites (CGS). In 2005, Sligo County Council
was the first Local Authority in Ireland to list County
Geological Heritage Sites for protection in its County
Development Plan. All of the sites featured in this publication
are afforded protection under the current County
Development Plan.

Landscapes, Rocks and
Fossils: The Geological
Heritage of County Sligo is
a significant contribution
towards valuing and under-
standing Sligo’s landscape
and geological heritage.
Beautifully illustrated and
designed, it is a must for
residents and visitors alike.

Above: At Aughris Head inaccessible vertical cliffs dis-
play limestone beds in a spectacular setting. Horizontal
limestone layers are clearly visible and the rock platform
below has been eroded by waves.

Left: Glencarbury Barite Mine, the largest barite vein
deposit ever worked in Ireland. Extraction took place
between 1894 and 1979. Ruins of the miners’ hostel
and rusting machinery are still visible on the site.
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Lough Gur - A Potential World Heritage Site

Lough Gur, located around 20km south east of Limerick City, is
a truly special place. It is the largest inland water-body in
Limerick providing an important recreational resource. It is sur-
rounded by a landscape that includes complexes of archaeolog-
ical field monuments of outstanding significance. There are
over 130 above ground sites and monuments, which incorpo-
rate all aspects of human co-existence with the land. There are
also a large range of natural habitats within the core area,
which include eutrophic lake, reed and sedge swamps, transi-
tion mire, quaking bog and a variety of woodland and grass-
lands. It is this variety of archaeological remains and the result-
ing cultural landscape in its lakeland setting that is the essence
of Lough Gur.

The importance of this cultural landscape is reflected in
the recent application by Limerick County Council to place
Lough Gur on the tentative list of World Heritage Sites. The
quality, density and range of the archaeological sites concen-
trated in this relatively small area indicate the importance and
sanctity of Lough Gur to man from prehistoric to medieval
times. This concentration offers a unique opportunity to study

habitation and land use patterns that represent important
stages in, not just Irish, but also North Western European histo-
ry and archaeology.

As part of the requirements for designation as a World
Heritage Site it is necessary that a management plan is in place.
The draft Lough Gur Environmental Management Study, cur-
rently being prepared, is intended to offer a multi-disciplinary
template to address management of the site. Earlier approach-
es to landscape management had centred mainly on planning
legislation.

The statutory planning document of the county, the County
Development Plan had recognised the value of Lough Gur by
designating it as an area of Special Development Control. There
is a presumption against development, including residential
development within this area. However, despite the longstand-
ing existence of such “top-down” legislative management tools
it was felt that the unique character of the lake and the com-
plexity of the management issues associated with the area
required a new approach.

The recreational amenity afforded by the lake and the

Lough Gur’s cultural landscape holds over 130 above-
ground archaeological sites and monuments, including
stone circles, standing stones, ancient burial chambers,
cairns and Neolithic house sites dating back over 4,500
years. Limerick County Council recently made an application
to place Lough Gur on the tentative list of World Heritage
Sites. Ireland currently has two listed World Heritage Sites:
Skellig Michael (1996) and the Archaeological
Ensemble of the Bend of the Boyne (1993).

Heritage News



attractive landscape setting is the primary attraction for thou-
sands of annual visitors. With the increasing popularity of home
holidays it is likely that the popularity of Lough Gur will
increase, particularly for day-trippers from the nearby urban
centre of Limerick. This raises the questions of management of
visitors and their impact on the wider landscape and the
archaeological remains and habitats that all form part of Lough
Gur. It should not be forgotten that much of the land around the
lake consists of working farms. Increased visitor numbers will
have implications for these farms in terms of people accessing
private property, littering and disturbing livestock.

A New Approach – integrating the local community
The preparation of a Lough Gur Environmental Management
Study (EMS) is a step towards preparing a multi-disciplinary
study that considers the environmental, cultural, social, eco-
nomic and tourism issues of the area. In considering these
issues one of the most important things to remember is that by

and large the landscape of Lough Gur is a working landscape.

In this regard it is important that the needs of the local
population are taken into account in any management strategy.
It is essential that the inhabitants of the area can support and
adopt any proposed management structure. The public consul-
tation process currently underway seeks to involve as many of
the local people as possible. The local development association
is represented in the steering group working on the project. Not
only do residents bring valuable local knowledge and insights
to the landscape management process, but they have the great-
est interest in ensuring that any future management plans will
take into account as many local variables as possible, will be
workable, and will protect and enhance the cultural landscape

It is this inclusion of the local people in the management
study that will be the key to the success of the project. For
Limerick County Council it will be a further step towards the
goal of cooperative landscape management in the area.
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Wildflowers of Ireland Website
www.wildflowersofireland.net is a new website that celebrates
our environment and heritage. It is a personal record of the
wildflowers of Ireland. In addition to scientific descriptions
and photographs of the plants, it also gives herbal and literary
references, as well as genuine folklore of wildflowers from
Ireland and further afield.

Compiled by Zoë Devlin, an Irish woman who is passionate
about this often overlooked part of our natural heritage, this
website and all of the photographs included are the result of a
lifetime’s interest in the subject.

The website has been designed for easy navigation, with a plant
listing, a facility for finding the flower by colour, by family and
by flowering month; a comprehensive glossary and a helpful ‘In
Flower Now’ listing.

Cuckoo flower or Lady’s Smock. © Zoë Devlin
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Heritage of the World in Trust –
Conservation in a Changing Climate

The 13th International Conference of National Trusts, Dublin Castle 13-17 September 2009
An Taisce, as Ireland’s 60-year-old National Trust is to host the
13th International Conference of National Trusts in Dublin
Castle from 13-17 September 2009. This will be the first confer-
ence to have a congress of the International Trusts Organisation
(INTO) following the signing of the INTO Charter in New Delhi in
2007. The Dublin conference follows Edinburgh in 2003 where
the Edinburgh Declaration set out the aims of National Trusts,
Washington DC in 2005 and New Delhi in 2007 where the INTO
Charter, signed by 55 National Trusts,
defined what a National Trust is in precise
legal terms for the first time.

Over the past 30 years the National
Trusts of the world have met regularly with
the aim of building expertise, exchanging
knowledge and best practice and assisting
in the establishment of new National Trusts
in countries without them. All National
Trusts have similar structures and operate
similar activities. They are non-governmental (although they can
be chartered by government, like An Taisce is, as a prescribed
body under planning law), independent of government, member-
ship based, charitable, not for profit organisations that carry out
three broad areas of activity with the aim of: heritage and envi-
ronmental protection, education and awareness raising, advoca-
cy, heritage property ownership, conservation and management.
In each jurisdiction the Trusts have adapted these activities to
local legislative, demographic and economic constraints. For
example, in Australia some of the state’s National Trusts are
statutory consultees, as is the case in Ireland in planning law; in
India the emphasis is on intangible heritage, education and
awareness raising; in the USA, advocacy; and in the UK the
emphasis has largely been on property ownership but is rapidly
changing to include a greater focus on environmental awareness
and advocacy.

Towards the end of the 19th century organisations began to
be formed with the aim of conserving fast disappearing cultural
and natural heritage. The Society for the Preservation of
Norwegian Ancient Monuments (Fortidsminneforeningen) was
established in 1844 by artists who “discovered” Norway’s cultur-
al heritage during academic excursions to rural districts and val-
leys for example. The Trustees of Reservations in Massachusetts
became the US’s first private non-profit conservation organisa-
tion in 1891 and The National Trust for Places of Historic
Interest or Natural Beauty (now National Trust for England,

Wales and Northern Ireland) was founded across the then UK in
1895. The National Trust Committee in Ireland was formed short-
ly afterwards, it acquired Kanturk Castle in Co Cork in 1900 (now
owned by An Taisce) and received incorporation in the 1907
National Trust Act. This situation continued until The National
Trust Committee for Northern Ireland was established in 1936,
which received legislative provision from Stormont in 1946. A
public meeting was held in Dublin’s Mansion House also in 1946

to found An Taisce The National Trust for
Ireland with incorporation following in 1948.
In 1963 An Taisce became a Prescribed Body
under the first Planning and Development
Act. Today there are an estimated 130 coun-
tries with National Trust Organisations locat-
ed in all five inhabited continents.

The theme of the 2009 Dublin
Conference revolves around the changing
global climate in physical, social and finan-

cial terms. This follows the Delhi theme of ‘Heritage and
Development’ where the Prime Minister of India in his opening
address said “A country that attempts to develop without taking
into account its heritage is like a man attempting to walk on only
one leg” The opening plenary speaker will be the UN’s chief sci-
entist on climate change, the Noble Laureate along with Al Gore,
Dr R. K. Pachuari, Head of the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change, and Mary Robinson former President of Ireland,
past UN Commissioner for Human Rights and Honorary Life
Member of An Taisce will speak on the theme of “Climate change
and human rights”. President McAleese has been invited to open
the conference and the Minister for Environment, Heritage and
Local Government will address the delegates. Other speakers
include the heads of the US, Australian and English National
Trusts. The conference will consist of four days of workshops, ple-
nary sessions and site visits examining in depth the various
aspects of the conference theme. Other speakers will be drawn
from the Americas, Asia, Europe and Africa.

Those wishing to speak should submit a 250-word abstract
to icnt13@antaisce.org Further details and conference registra-
tion forms can be found on www.internationltrusts.org and
www.antaisce.org Places are strictly limited and will be allocated
on a first come, first served basis. Hosting this conference will
bring to a fitting conclusion to Ireland’s National Trust’s 60th
year of activity.

John Ducie, An Taisce
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The Triumphal Arch Gatelodge

The Landmark Trust was established in 1992 with the aim of
rescuing historic buildings throughout the island of Ireland
and giving them a productive end use that will safeguard their
future survival. The Trust’s properties, once restored, are let as
self-catering holiday homes. One recent restoration success
for the Landmark Trust is the Triumphal Arch Gatelodge locat-
ed in the heart of Co. Fermanagh.

The Triumphal Arch Gatelodge, Colebrooke,
Brookeborough, Co. Fermanagh, is situated close to the lakes
of Lough Erne, an area of outstanding natural beauty where
guests can discover the true character of the Breifne region.
Fitting hand in glove with the stunning landscape the
gatelodge is nestled at the entrance to the 1,000-acre estate
at Colebrooke Park, one of Northern Ireland’s most important
stately homes hosted by Viscount and Viscountess
Brookeborough.

Noted as a Grade B Listed Building, the Triumphal Arch
Gatelodge is a classically proportioned T-shaped building
designed to echo the grand style of the main house and give
visitors a taste of what’s to come. In addition to the gatelodge,
the Triumphal Arch entrance adds superior distinction to one

of finest estates in Northern Ireland. It is apparent from the
careful attention to detail that the many classical architectur-
al details have been restored to their original beauty.

Guests to the gatelodge can enjoy a host of outdoor
activities organised through the Colebrooke Estate, such as
fishing on the Colebrooke River, clay pigeon shooting, archery
and other outdoor activities on this widespread estate.

Visitors to the region can visit Crom Castle and Gardens,
one of Ireland’s most important nature conservation sites.
The 2,000-acre demesne contains ancient woodland trails,
tranquil islands, historic buildings, a children’s play area,
wildlife exhibition and guided tours. Enniskillen Castle, dating
back to the 1700s, is open all year while further afield guests
can visit the world famous Belleek Pottery Visitor Centre, to
help celebrate Ireland’s oldest pottery.

For further information or to receive a brochure for Landmark
Trust properties, please contact

The Irish Landmark Trust, 25 Eustace St, Temple Bar, Dublin 2,
Tel: 01 6704733

www.irishlandmark.com
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GALBRAITH’S IRELAND: 1970-1997
D James Galbraith was one of the most celebrated American photog-
raphers of the 20th century. Accolades included a Pulitzer Prize
nomination for his work on documenting Hartland, a small town in
Michigan; his work has also featured in a series of 50-year retro-
spective exhibitions held in museums, libraries and arts centres
across America.

Born in 1930, Galbraith began his career as a photographer for the
US Air Force; later he worked for newspapers. Most of his work,
including Sláinte: an Irish Portfolio has been exhibited in Michigan
libraries and museums.

In 2006, the National Photographic Archive (NPA) acquired a signifi-
cant collection of photographs taken by him during his visits to
Ireland in 1970, 1978 and 1997. The NPA’s exhibition, D James
Galbraith’s Ireland: 1970-1997, features a selection of these photo-
graphs. In particular, the photographs provide insights into daily life
in rural areas as well as in small towns and villages in Cork, Kerry
and Clare. For example, they include images of a market day in
Kenmare, gathering kindling, and the transportation of milk churns
by horse and cart..

The exhibition also features images of street activities, pub life and
the traditional Irish music scene. It includes photographs of well-
known traditional musicians Micho and Gussie Russell pictured at
home as well as performing in O’Connor’s pub, Doolin, Co Clare;
Mickey O’Shea in his haberdashery shop and the community of
Cistercian monks in Mount Melleray Abbey, Co Waterford, depicted
both at prayer and at work.

The NPA’s collection, which comprises some 1,272 negatives (both
black and white and colour) and 131 archival and exhibition-quality
prints, represents a hugely important body of work – both in terms of
the quality of the photography and the significance of the subject
matter.

One outstanding feature of Galbraith’s approach to photography was
the way in which he consistently tried to capture the spirit and
humanity of his subjects; his images reflect the close ties that link
individuals to the land, to family, to friends, and the community. The
exhibition runs until 2 June 2009, at the National Photographic
Archive, Meeting House Square, Temple Bar, Dublin 2.

Photos shows an exuberant Mickey O’Shea behind the counter in his
haberdashery shop in Kilrush, County Clare, 1978, National
Photographic Archive; and the sons of Johanna O’Dowd, Dingle
Cemetery, County Kerry, 1970.

HERITAGE WEEK 2009 –
BE PART OF IT, IT’S PART OF YOU

Are you registered yet?
Tadhg Montague from Kilkenny reminds us all

that Heritage Week 2009 is coming.

Register your Heritage Week event now for inclusion in this year’s
programme. Get involved in your community and your heritage, is the
message from the Heritage Council as online registration for
Heritage Week 2009 opens. In times of economic pressure, Heritage
Week 2009 provides a great opportunity to learn new skills, make
contacts and engage with your local heritage. Heritage Week 2009 is
open to everyone; you can get involved by either organising your own
event or volunteering with local groups in your area.

Heritage Week 2009 takes place from 22-30 August. To register your
event visit www.heritageweek.ie . All events must be registered by
May 31, 2009, for inclusion in the Heritage Week Event Guide, which
will be distributed throughout Ireland and Europe. In 2008, over
1,000 events, including whale watching, historical re-enactments,

Notice Board
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wildlife tours and the opening of stately homes to the public, took
place across Ireland. This year is the 19th Heritage Week and the
Heritage Council is hoping to increase the number of events taking
place around the country. Many events are free of charge and
national heritage sites also offer concession rates during the week
itself.

Cultural heritage is the foundation of Ireland’s tourism industry.
Heritage Week is a fantastic opportunity for communities to show-
case the natural and cultural heritage in their area, attract visitors
and raise revenue for their town or village. Once registered, event
organizers will receives support promoting their activities from the
Heritage Council, coordinators of the week. For further information,
visit www.heritageweek.ie, email events@heritagecouncil.ie or
CallSave 1850 200 878

Heritage Week is co-ordinated by The Heritage Council and funded
by the Department of Environment, Heritage and Local Government,
and is part of European Heritage Days, which is celebrated in over 40
countries across Europe.

THE 1ST ALL-IRELAND MAMMAL
SYMPOSIUM 2009
AIMS 2009 will take place between 6-8 November at Waterford
Institute of Technology.

Three widely recognised experts are the designated Keynote
Speakers for the Symposium: Dr. Andrew Kitchener, Principal Curator
of Mammals and Birds, National Museum of Scotland and Honorary
Fellow, The University of Edinburgh, Scotland; Professor W. Ian
Montgomery, Professor of Animal Ecology, Head of School of
Biological Sciences, Queen's University Belfast; and Mr. Nigel
Monaghan, Keeper of Natural History, National Museum of Ireland.
Call for abstracts for oral/poster presentations and general registra-
tion is now open. For more information, please see
www.allirelandmammalsymposium.org

IRISH WHALE AND DOLPHIN GROUP

Common dolphin, West Cork. Whale Watch Ireland 2009 takes place
on Sunday 23 August. (c) Padraig Whooley

The summer series of IWDG weekend whale watching courses will
take place on Cape Clear Island, Co. Cork, on 5-7June, 17-19 July,

and 28-30 August. Cost for IWDG members €70 (non-members
€90). Weekends include lecture series, land and boat-based whale
watches. For further details see www.iwdg.ie or email
padraig.whooley@iwdg.ie

Species Identification and Whale Watching Workshop: 27 June,
Kilrush, Co. Clare. Contact Simon.berrow@iwdg.ie

Live-Stranding Workshop: 28 June, Kilrush, Co. Clare. Contact
Simon.berrow@iwdg.ie

Whale Watch Ireland 2009: All-Ireland whale watch day, Sunday 23
August 2-5pm. Free event, open to everyone, comprising guided land-
based watches from headlands throughout the four provinces. For
further details see www.iwdg.ie

WILD WATCH WALK
To celebrate their 30th anniversary, the Irish Wildlife Trust are
organising guided walks with a wildlife expert in every county in
Ireland on Sunday, 24 May. This national event will also serve as a
closing ceremony for Biodiversity Week. The aim of the outing is to
explore and explain wild places, spaces, and species in each and
every county, while asking participants to become a wildlife recorder.
Your IWT guide will explain how anyone can play their part in build-
ing up a nationwide picture of the state of our living island. Planned
events include Hen Harrier spotting in the Bragan Mountains, Co.
Monaghan and a wildlife walk in Cahir Park, Tipperary. For more
information, please visit www.iwt.ie, email: enquiries@iwt.ie or Tel.
01-8602839.

NATIONAL LIBRARY OF IRELAND
Dublin James Joyce Summer School - The National Library of
Ireland will host three workshops as part of the academic pro-
gramme for the Dublin James Joyce Summer School 2009, from 5-
11 July. Founded in 1988, the James Joyce Summer School is one of
the foremost gatherings in the Joycean calendar. Each year scholars
and lovers of Joyce gather from all corners of the globe to celebrate
and analyse the work of this great writer. A unique aspect of the
school is the fact that it gives Joycean enthusiasts the opportunity to
savour and re-experience his writing in the context of the city which
inspired and shaped it. The Summer School meets in Newman House
where Joyce attended university and in Boston College-Ireland, both
on St Stephen’s Green in the heart of Dublin. This unique setting pro-
vides the perfect backdrop against which to reflect on Joyce’s works
and to assess his continuing influence on contemporary fiction in
Ireland and elsewhere. To enrol, visit: www. joycesummerschool.ie

Children’s events - The National Library of Ireland will host a series
of children’s events during the summer of 2009. For further details
please check the National Library’s website www.nli.ie

NATIONAL MUSEUM OF IRELAND –
COUNTRY LIFE
Turlough Park, Castlebar, Co. Mayo.

Saturday 9 May. Bealtaine Workshop. Introduction to set dancing.
Adults. Ever wanted to learn how to set dance? Join John Joe
Geraghty and Mary Connelly to learn the basics of set, sean nós and
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two-hand dancing. Learn the steps and movements of sets.
Beginners and more advanced welcome.

Sunday 10 May. Bealtaine Workshop. May posies. Adults and chil-
dren over 7. Find out about the significance of the simple May Posy
and welcome in the summer on a woodland walk with Lorna Elms.
2.30-3.30pm.

Sunday 7 June. Damhsa Sean Nós, workshop and demonstration.
Ever tried the brush dance? Join Clann Uí Chuinneagáin from
Connemara and try Sean Nós jigs, reels and the brush dance. All
ages. 2-5pm.

Sean nós dancing in the museum galleries, Country Life, Turlough
Park, Castlebar, Co. Mayo. (c) National Museum of Ireland.

Wednesday 10 June. Housing in the Past. Junior workshop. Children
under 6, accompanied by an adult. Join Brendan McDonnell to
explore housing in the past through hands-on activities. 4-5pm.

Thursday 18 June. Genealogy. Join Paul Gorry, Association of
Professional Genealogists in Ireland, to learn about the various
genealogical records and how to utilise them for research. Adults.
10am-5pm.

Friday 19 June. Knitting Circle. Drop-in Bealtaine event. Adults and
children over 7. Exchange patterns, learn new techniques, bring
along your knitting and join in. 11am-1pm.

Making some May posies in the museum galleries, Country Life,
Turlough Park, Castlebar, Co. Mayo. © National Museum of Ireland.

Sunday 21 June. Midsummer Tunes for Father’s Day. Come along on
Father’s Day for a concert celebrating the themes, tunes and songs
associated with St. John’s Eve, with musician Emer Mayock and

friends. All ages. 2.30-4pm.

Thursday 25 June. The moylough belt shrine: an early medieval reli-
quary. Adults. An illustrated talk exploring the history and features of
the Loylough Belt Shrine by Yvonne McDermott. 3.30-4.30pm.

Sunday 5 July. Every Cloud has a silver lining. Adults and children
over 7. Join Padraic McAvock, amateur Met Station operator and
local fisherman as he explains the recent weather trends. Learn how
to read, measure and record weather signs.

Rush for the last straw – exhibition. You can imagine a mat made
from straw. How about sleeping on a straw mattress, horse-riding
using a saddle made from rushes, making a rain coat from a wheat
sheaf or insulating your home with plaited straw draft excluders. The
museum’s new temporary exhibition will include more than a hun-
dred objects made from these natural materials, some of which you
will be able to experience for yourself. You never know, in these days
of recession, you might even pick up some money-saving ideas.
Admission is free and the exhibition is open from early June until
Spring 2010.

For more information or to make a booking contact the Bookings
Office. Tel: 094 903 1751. Fax: 094 903 1498. Email: educa-
tiontph@museum.ie Website: www.museum.ie

CHESTER BEATTY LIBRARY
Haydn - 28 May to 2 August 2009. The Chester Beatty Library, with
the support of the Austrian Embassy and the National Library of
Austria, will commemorate the bicentenary of Haydn’s death with a
small loan exhibition opening in early summer 2009. Joseph Haydn
(1732-1809) was the oldest among the classical triumvirate of
Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven and one of the main exponents of
Viennese Classicism. He created extraordinary music for almost every
genre and the library will display an original autographed score of
one of Haydn’s cello concertos (1783) and several first editions of
his published works, including some early Dublin editions.

Exhibition of Manichaean Papyri - Opening in the autumn 2009, this
exhibition will be a world first as there has never been a display of
Manichaean material. Concealed in the fifth century, discovered by
accident in the 1920s and preserved today at the library, these
books reveal the story of Mani and his religion - a religion so popular
that it almost replaced Christianity as the dominant religion in many
regions as it spread from Persia to Spain in the west and to China in
the east. Its success threatened all in authority and led to its ulti-
mate destruction. Further information on this exciting exhibition will
be available shortly.

Chester Beatty Library, Dublin Castle, Dublin 2. Tel: 01-4070750
www.cbl.ie Email: info@cbl.ie
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Granuaile –
Grace O'Malley –
Ireland's Pirate
Queen
By Anne Chambers

This is the story of one
woman's quest for survival
and fulfilment, leading daring
seafaring expeditions and
defeating aristocratic lords
with style and panache. In an
era of huge social and politi-
cal upheaval, dominated by
male chauvinistic bias, Grace
O'Malley, femme extraordi-

naire, circumvented all obstacles and surmounted all challenges to
earn her place in the annals of Irish history.

In Granuaile, the original international bestselling biography, author
Anne Chambers draws Ireland's Pirate Queen in from the fringes of
myth and folklore, weaving together historical evidence to present the
reality of one of the world's most extraordinary leaders.

Breaching boundaries of gender imbalance and bias, Granuaile
rewrote the rules to become one of the most documented trailblazers
and mould breakers.

Born in the 1530s to a Gaelic Irish chieftain, legend has it that as a
young girl she wished to go on a trading expedition to Spain with her
father. On being told her long hair would catch in the ship's ropes, she
promptly chopped her golden tresses to embarass her father into tak-
ing her. Her fiery spirit was to stand her in good stead for the rest of
her days. At the tender age of sixteen she married the heir of the
O'Flaherty title, an astute political match which garnered her numer-
ous land title deeds and also bore three children. As a wife, she con-
founded conventional norms, superseding her husband as a chief and
also avenging his death while her second husband was scorned by a
very public divorce.

While Gaelic law spurned her as a female chieftain, she had a loyal fol-
lowing of over 200 men and assumed the role of matriarch for neigh-
bouring clans, leading them into battle against English military lords.

She skilfully navigated her way through the political and economic
chaos precipitated by the Tudor conquest, ensuring the survival of her
extended family and dependent clans, through daring feats and savvy
political tactics. Indeed, she boldly went so far as to sail to England for
negotiations with her contemporary and perceived enemy Queen
Elizabeth I at Greenwich Palace, thus ensuring the security of her
interests until her death in 1603.

This 30th edition, complete with textual additions and the inclusion of
new manuscripts of contemporary 16th-century manuscript material,
deciphered by the auuthor, adds an extra dimension to a spellbinding
account of this nation's maritime icon.

Published by Gill & Macmillan. ISBN 978 0 7171 4582 9

The remaining books have been supported under the
Heritage Council's Publications Grant Scheme.

The Rath of the
Synods, Tara,
Co. Meath:
excavations by
Seán P. Ó
Ríordáin
By Eoin Grogan

The Hill of Tara, as indicated
by the controversy about the
construction of the M3
motorway nearby, is an
enduring icon of Ireland's

past. Narratives of human activity on the Hill, beginning in the fourth
millenium BC, constantly evoke images of ritual and status. This vol-
ume deals with the Rath of the Synods, named Ráith na Senad in
medieval times after the belief that ecclesiastical synods were held
there in the mid-first millennium AD, during the transition from
paganism to Christianity.

Having been investigated controversially around the turn of the 20th
century in an ill-advised search for the biblical Ark of the Covenant,
the Rath of the Synods was subjected to careful archaeological exca-
vation in 1952 and 1953 under the direction of Seán P. Ó Ríordáin,
then Professor of Celtic Archaeology at UniversityCollege Dublin. Ó
Ríordáin's early death in 1957, while he was still engaged in the field
programme at Tara, meant that the results of his work at the Rath of
the Synods remained unpublished in spite of the interest of scholars
in this intriguing site. Unfinished business is accordingly dealt with in
this book, which presents the evidence from the excavation, including
the artefacts recovered by Ó Ríordáin's team, and provides insights
from subsequent research and analysis.

The Rath of the Synods emerged as a significant location on the Hill
of Tara in the early Iron Age (c.300 BC), with echoes of contemporary
features at other royal sites such as Emain Macha and Dún Ailinne.
Another phase of intense activity occurred during the second to
fourth centuries AD, when the multivallate enclosure was constructed
and selected drinking vessels of Roman glass and pottery were intro-
duced. Other features on the site included human burials, some of
which have provided radiocarbon dates in the high medieval period.
Later again, the nearby modern churchyard extended over part of the
site on the eastern side.

With its sister volume, Muiris O'Sullivan's Mound of the Hostages, pub-
lished by Wordwell in 2005, this publication marks an important mile-
stone in the investigation of the Hill of Tara.

Published by Wordwell. ISBN 978 1 905569 24 3
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Ireland Then and Now
By Victoria Murphy

Featuring original images from 1898, alongside modern images taken
by photographer Victoria Murphy, Ireland Then and Now takes the read-
er on a journey through time and change across the island of Ireland
from Waterford to Donegal and dozens of locations in between.

Many of the places have changed in the intervening decades, though
few to the extent that they are unrecognisable. The local history and
lore of these towns and scene has changed little also, though the pace
of life and the type of industry that supports them may have.

A reflection on over a century of change, Ireland Then and Now will
delight both the Irish and lovers of Ireland.

Victoria Murphy is an Irish American who returns to Ireland on a reg-
ular basis. She has spent the last few years revisiting the locations fea-
tured in the original 1898 publication, Ireland in Pictures, photo-
graphing them for this book.

Published by Mercier Press. ISBN 978 1 85635 608 4

Treasures of the
Royal Irish Academy Library
Edited by Bernadette Cunningham and Siobhan Fitzpatrick

Picture Editor: Petra Schnabel

Since its foundation in
1785, the Royal Irish
Academy has placed sin-
gular emphasis on build-
ing and maintaining col-
lections of books, archives
and other resources which
reflect the history and
endeavours of our island
and its peoples from pre-
historic times to the pres-
ent day.

A mission to save and to
preserve important Irish
materials for future gen-
erations, together with discerning acquisitions policies, has ensured
that the collections are of the first rank. Through bequests, donations
and assiduous purchasing, the Library has assembled what is regard-
ed as the country's premier collection of Irish manuscripts, as well as
collections of early imprints, pamphlets, maps, drawings and photo-
graphs.

The collections are often connected to former RIA members, thus
reflecting their disciplines, whether scientific or humanities-based.
However, the multi-disciplinary ethos of the RIA members also
prompted members from diverse backgrounds to group together to
raise subscriptions for important collections which came on the mar-
ket, or to lobby for the transfer to the Academy of documents of major
interest to Irish history research (e.g. the Stowe Irish manuscript col-
lection).

The Academy has consistently endeavoured to make items from the
collections accessible via facsimiles, diplomatic editions, and more
recently in digital format. The Library engages in numerous outreach
activities which ensure large-scale public access to its resources.
Treasures of the Royal Irish Academy Library is intended to inform
and enthuse a new generation of researchers and the public alike and
to pay homage to those very many people who over the course of three
centuries have contributed to the development of the library.

This volume explores the diversity of the library's works through dis-
cussion of:

• the nature and origins of the collections and artefacts;

• the people who have shaped and commented on them over the
course of time;

• the ways in which this major national resource has enhanced our
understanding of Ireland, its people and its place in the world.

The volume highlights the Library's collection of over 1,400 manu-
scripts in the Irish language; the records of the 19th-century
Ordnance Survey; rare scientific and natural history imprints; the
incomparable Haliday Pamphlet and Tract collections; the rich Forde-
Pigot collection of Irish airs; thousands of antiquarian drawings cov-
ering the entire island, and much more.

Published by the Royal Irish Academy. ISBN 978 1 904890 54 6

Castlebar, Co. Mayo 1898 (above) and 2008 (below)



Scientists, including entomologist Cynthia Longfield
(second from left), from the 1924 St. George expedition
to the Pacific, posing with their equipment.
From 'Treasures of the Royal Irish Academy Library'.

René Antoine de Réamur, Mémoires pour servir a l'histoire
des insectes (Paris, 1742), reproduced in 'Treasures of the

Royal Irish Academy Library'.
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The Streets of Sligo – Urban Evolution
over the course of Seven Centuries
By Fióna Gallagher

Almost a decade in preparation, this book is an opportunity to explore
the process of urban growth and evolution since the foundation of Sligo
by the Normans seven centuries ago. With over 47 chapters, one for
each street in the historic core, the book is abundantly illustrated with
maps, sketches and photographs. Also included are lists of 19th centu-
ry traders, and an analysis of the population of the Borough since 1600.
Each chapter is designed to be read as a stand-alone section, and with
ample footnotes, the book can be used as an easy, accurate reference.

For Sligonians old and new alike, The Streets of Sligo is an invaluable
addition to the ranks of local history publications.

Fióna Gallagher is a native of Sligo town, and has had a long abiding
interest in the development of Sligo's urban fabric, and the evolution of
local place names in general. Her enthusiasm and love for her home
town is obvious from this work, as is her desire to make Sligonians
aware of the intrinsic value of their streetscape, and to encourage them
to preserve the best of it, in the face of often unsympathetic change.

Published by Fióna Gallagher, Burton Street, Sligo. ISBN 978 0 955806108

Death Customs in Rural Ireland –
Traditional Funerary Rites in the Irish
Midlands
By Anne Ridge

Ceremonial death is the focus of a major rite of passage, leading the
individual from the world of the known to that of the unknown. This
book describes funerary traditions and superstitions in the midlands,
in particular in counties Roscommon, Longford, Westmeath and Offaly
and also in adjoining areas of Galway, Leitrim, Mayo and Sligo.
Folklore collected by James Delaney, a fulltime collector in the mid-
lands, from the 1950s to the 1980s, is the primary source. Material
from earler folklore collectors has also been used.

The book describes Death, Wake, and Burial customs, in particular in
the 19th and early 20th centuries. Fear of death had a major influence
on funerary rites and traditional customs were employed to overcome
and control that fear. The role of the community in rites of incorpora-
tion and in transitional rites of passage from the home to the grave is
emphasised, while the centrality of the role of women in relation to
death rituals is highlighted.

Published by Arlen House. ISBN 978 1 903631 76 8

Our Limestone Heritage
A beautiful booklet on the value
of limestone as a habitat and
resource has just been published
by the Irish Wildlife Trust, with
support from the Heritage
Council, National Parks and
Wildlife Service and the
Northern Ireland Environment
Agency. This booklet explores
our wonderful limestone
resource with striking images
and easy-to-read text, highlight-
ing the urgent need to protect one of our greatest natural and cultural
resources.

To request a copy please contact the Irish Wildlife Trust. Tel. 01-
8602839. Email: enquiries@iwt.ie www.iwt.ie



Acer pseudoplatanus*
It wasn't there yesterday, at least I don't think so.
It is my garden after all, so I should know.
It established itself in a corner of the lawn,
Arriving stealthily by night. And it was there at dawn,
Straining from the soil, fragile leaves lifted to the sun,
Imploring the strength to hold the space it had won.
It had chosen well. A prime site, sheltered, south facing,
Warm. The spot that should have had clematis gracing
It, had the damned thing not died three days after planting.
Now this intruder stands in its place, supplanting
My choice. Small, not yet sturdy, defiant, alive.
Acer pseudoplatanus's will to survive
Neatly illustrated in a suburban garden.
Standing with spade raised, I hesitate, and pardon
The interloper. For suddenly I am struck
By a need to help it, the need to add to its luck
In finding such a spot to grow. The answer to how
It actually got there, is what I'd like to know.
Aerodynamically perfect for windborn flight,
Oval blade and counterbalancing seed seek a site
At random. The only problem that I can see,
Is the fact that the nearest possible parent tree
Is downwind and over two hundred yards away,
So it arrived against the odds and deserves to stay.
I may well regret my decision, but for now
I'll wait and watch this driven life-force, to see how
It fares. I might learn from it, to trust and follow
My instincts for a change, rather than to swallow
Others' images of me. I shall recreate
Myself in my own image, and not deviate
From the way, the truth and the light of my choosing.
I'm sick and more than that; I'm frightened, of losing
What must be a last chance of scratching a message
On the granite wall of this one way passage.

By PETE DEVLIN
* Seicamóir : Sycamore

The editor welcomes your letters, poems and other submissions. Please send your contributions to:
The Editor, Heritage Outlook, The Heritage Council, Church Lane, Kilkenny.

Or email: heritageoutlook@gmail.com

poetry
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ACROSS
1 Alleged gone, it’s back in Donegal after

95 years (6,5)
6 Life-blood of plants (3)
8 Kingdom of organisms including Death

Cap (5)
9 Turkish peninsula and 1915 scene of

carnage (9)
10 Among ours are Dublin Civic and Chester

Beatty (7)
12 Instrumentalists Paddy Moloney and

Leo Rowsome (6)
15 Greek-born Spanish painter of religious

works (2,5)
17 Purple flowering plant, perhaps it’s the

best policy! (7)
20 Would yon sage give this pretty little

posy? (7)
23 Knights ___ , famed Middle Ages

Christian order (7)
25 Small niche or concavity - found in

Connemara? (6)
27 Tyto alba - declining species - on a low

bran diet? (4,3)
29 Ancient road from Rome to Brindisi (6,3)
30 Established ceremonies or customs (5)
31 Edge tool with heavy blade (3)
32 Did heroic trips take place in these times

past? (11)

DOWN
2 Linguistic communications which differ (9)
3 A look believed to inflict harm (4,3)
4 Are there five fluid ounces in this Co Sligo

lake? (4)
5 Issue in which text is published (7)
6 Menhir, megalith or standing ___ (5)
7 She was the storyteller of the Great

Blaskets (4,6)
11 Chinese communist leader who had

‘Thoughts’ (3)
13 Mise Éire composer who led Ceoltóiri

Chualann (4,6)
14 Gasp or exclamation in Ohio? (2)
16 US intelligence is located here (3)
18 Metal-bearing mineral found in the

seashore? (3)
19 In our oceans and seas, not for drinking!

(4-5)
21 This was a 19th century form of artificial

light (3-4)
22 Archaic form of addressing another (2)
23 Beverage made by steeping leaves in water

(3)
24 Slender tower with onion-shaped dome (7)
26 Thicket or dense growth of bushes (5)
28 Affectedly dainty or refined! (4)

To win a book voucher
worth €50, please send your
completed grid, plus name and
address, to:

HERITAGE OUTLOOK
Crossword Competition,
Attention: Isabell
The Heritage Council,
Church Lane, Kilkenny, Co Kilkenny.
Closing date: September 1st 2009

Congratulations to
Frank Shanahan, Kilbeg, Bandon,
Co Cork, who sent in the winning
entry to our last crossword com-
petition.

Solution to Crossword No. 11, Heritage
Outlook Winter 2008/Spring 2009:

ACROSS: 1. amphitheatre; 8. peat;
9. land bridge; 11. annul; 13. err;
14. liege; 16. awl; 17. groat;
18. introvert; 23. registrar; 25. acorn;
26. nog; 27. troll; 30. elk; 31. hoyle;
32. fleur-de-lys; 33. stun;
35. portal dolmen.

DOWN: 2. plainsong; 3. ix; 4. alder;
5. rural; 6. geese; 7. adze; 8. Praeger;
10. atelier; 12. laths; 15. gur;
19. turnkey; 20. Omagh; 21. ecosystem;
22. tintern; 24. ear; 27. tufts; 28. omen;
29. largo; 30. event; 34. PO.

Crossword
No. 12
(compiled by Nóinín)
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Cavan: Ann Marie Ward
Cavan County Council,
The Farnham Centre, Farnham
Street, Cavan
Tel. 049-4378614 email:
amcurley@cavancoco.ie

Cork: Sharon Casey
Heritage Unit
Cork County Council
Millview House
Victoria Cross, Cork
021-4818006 email:
sharon.casey@corkcoco.ie

Cork City: Niamh Twomey
Cork City Council,
City Hall, Cork
Tel. 021-4924018 email:
niamh_twomey@corkcity.ie

Clare: Congella McGuire
Clare County Council
New Road, Ennis, Co Clare
Tel. 065-6846408
email: cmcguire@clarecoco.ie

Dublin City:
Charles Duggan
Dublin City Council
Planning & Development
Department
Block 3 Floor 3
Civic Offices, Wood Quay
Dublin 8. Tel. 01-222 2856
email:
charles.duggan@dublincity.ie

Donegal: Dr Joe Gallagher
Donegal County Council
Station Island, Lifford
Co Donegal
Tel. 074-9172576 email:
j.gallagher@donegalcoco.ie

Dun Laoghaire Rathdown:
Tim Carey
Dun Laoghaire Rathdown
County Council
County Hall, Dun Laoghaire
County Dublin
Tel. 01-2054868
email: tcarey@dlrcoco.ie

Fingal: Dr Gerry Clabby
Fingal County Council
PO Box 174, County Hall
Swords, Co Dublin
Tel. 01-8905697 email:
gerryclabby@fingalcoco.ie

Galway City: Jim Higgins
Galway City Council
City Hall, College Road
Galway
Tel. 091-526574 Ext. 547
email:
jim.higgins@galwaycity.ie

Galway County:
Marie Mannion
Galway County Council
Forward Planning Section
County Hall, Prospect Hill
Galway Tel. 091-509000 Ext.
198 email:
mmannion@galwaycoco.ie

Kerry: Una Cosgrave
Kerry County Council
Aras an Chontae
Tralee, Co Kerry
Tel. 066-7121111 email:
una.cosgrave@kerrycoco.ie

Kildare: Bridget Loughlin
Kildare County Council
Aras Chill Dara, Devoy Park,
Naas, Co Kildare
Tel. 045-980791
email: Bloughlin@kildarecoco.ie

Kilkenny:
Dearbhala Ledwidge
Kilkenny County Council
County Hall, John Street
Kilkenny
Tel. 056-7794126
email:
dearbhala.ledwidge@kilkennycoco.ie

Laois: Catherine Casey
Laois County Council
Áras an Chontae
Portlaoise, Co Laois
Tel. 0502-8674348
email: ccasey@laoiscoco.ie

Limerick: Tom O’Neill
Limerick County Council
County Buildings
79/84 O’Connell Street
Limerick Tel. 061-496000
email: toneill@limerickcoco.ie

Longford:
Mairead Ni Chonghaile
Longford County Council
Áras an Chontae
Great Water Street
Longford, Co. Longford
Tel. 043-40731
email:
mnichonghaile@longfordcoco.ie

Louth:
Brendan McSherry
Louth County Council, County
Hall, Millennium Centre,
Dundalk, Co Louth
Tel. 042-9324109 email:
brendan.mcsherry@louthcoco.ie

Mayo:
Dr. Deirdre Cunningham
Mayo County Council
Áras an Chontae
Castlebar, Co Mayo
Tel. 094-9047684 email:
dcunningham@mayococo.ie

Meath:
Dr. Loretto Guinan
Meath County Council
County Hall
Navan, Co Meath
Tel. 046-9097404
email: lguinan@meathcoco.ie

Monaghan:
Shirley Clerkin
Monaghan County Council,
Community and Enterprise,
Market Street, Monaghan
Tel. 047-38140 Ext. 312
email:
shclerkin@monaghancoco.ie

North Tipperary:
Dr Siobhan Geraghty
North Tipperary County Council,
Civic Offices, Limerick Rd,
Nenagh
Tel. 067-44587 email:
sgeraghty@northtippcoco.ie

Offaly: Amanda Pedlow
Offaly County Council
Charleville Rd
Tullamore, Co Offaly
Tel. 057-9346839
email: apedlow@offalycoco.ie

Roscommon:
Nollaig McKeon
Roscommon County Council,
Courthouse
Roscommon
Tel. 090-6637100
email:
nmckeon@roscommoncoco.ie

South Dublin:
Dr. Rosaleen Dwyer
South Dublin County Council
Town Hall, Tallaght
County Dublin
Tel. 01-4149000
email: rdwyer@sdublincoco.ie

Sligo: Siobhan Ryan
Sligo County Council
Riverside. Sligo
Tel. 071-9111226
email: sryan@sligococo.ie
or heritage@sligococo.ie

Waterford:
Bernadette Guest
Waterford County Council
Civic Offices, Dungarvan
Co Waterford
Tel. 058-20839 email:
bquest@waterfordcoco.ie

Wicklow: Deirdre Burns
Wicklow County Council
County Buildings
Wicklow
Tel. 0404-20100 email:
dburns@wicklowcoco.ie
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What is Heritage?
Under the National Heritage Act (1995), ‘heritage’ is defined as including the following areas:

– Monuments – Archeological Objects – Heritage Objects – Architectural
heritage – Flora and Fauna – Wildlife Habitats – Landscapes – Seascapes and

Wrecks – Geology – Heritage Gardens and Parks – Inland Waterways

Heritage Council staff can be contacted at:
The Heritage Council, Church Lane,

Kilkenny, Co Kilkenny.
Tel. 056-7770777 Fax. 056-7770788

Email: mail@heritagecouncil.com
www.heritagecouncil.ie




